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Hospital Board OKs
Two-Year COntr.acts
For City Employees
By Steve Shoup
The University of New Mexico
Hospital Board of Trustees
approved Wednesday new two-year
contracts for two hospital unions
that together represent nearly 1,000
employees.
Members of Local 2166 of the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters,
which represents 555 service, clerical and maintenance workers at the
hospital, and District 1.199 of the
National Union of Hospital Health
Care. Employees, representing 400
nurses arid technicans at the hospital, will receive a 3 percent wage
increase retroactive to July 1..
In exohange for fringe benefit
concessions, employees will also receive step increases in salary, effective on the anniversary date of their
employment. The step increases will
continue until the salary reaches the
top of that person's negotiated job
description, said James. Keaton,
chief negotiator for the hospital
administration.

_. A

STOP ·u.s.
INTERVENTION

Keaton said he believes the agreements are "fair and realistic, given
the current economic picture."
District 1199 staged an informal
picket June 24 to spur negotiations,
and tentaUve agreements were
reached with hospital negotiators
June 29. Local 2166 reached agreement with the hospital July 13.
A hospital trustee Wednesday
commended the negotiating teams
of both the unions and the hospital,
saying this series of negotiations
was ''one of the best of the last
few."
The Board of Trustees also dis·
cussed the proposed installation of a
new computer system that would
link laboratory and patient filing
systems, making it one of the most
sophisticated hospital computers in
the. cougtry. The system was originally priced at $622,000, but was
negotiated down to $361,000. The
proposed system would come online
in August 1984.

ANTI-WAR PROTEST: About 25·demonstrators, including several University of New Mexico
students, gathered in front of the Dennis Chav11z Federal Building in Albuquerqqe Wednesday to protest the U.S. military buildup in Central America. Organizers of the event said they
would miiiJt in front of the the building every Wednesday indefinitely as long as present
policies continue.

New BEF Secretary Pro.f!lises /\(!ore CoUege Funds
By Eric Maddy
Obtaining more funding for high•
er education and filling a vacant staff
post are the first priorities of the state
Board of Educational Finance's .new
executive secretary.
. Ted Martinez, .associate vice
president of student affairs at the
University of New Mexico, was
hired by the BEF July 21, after Gov. ·
Toney Anaya rejected a search committee's recommendation that did
not include Martinez in the five.
finalists.
Martinez, who .will assume the
job Aug. 8, said Wednesday he has
hired Michael Glennon, assistant
UNM budget director, as the BEF's

assistant executive secretary, to be
in charge of budget, finance .and
capital projects.
Glennon's hiring is part of Martinez' plan to divide the BEF into
two areas. Besides the finance pasition, Martinez said he will hire a
second assistant executive secretary
from within the state, but not from
UNM, to be in charge of academics
and programing for two-year
schools and implementation of post
secondary plans. He expects to fill
that position later this week.
Martinez and his staff will spend
the next two months preparing for
budget hearings set for September.
"It is a major part of the BEF's
job," Martinez said. "That is the

first thing we have to do, but we will
do other things to improve education
in the state."
Martinez cited two speCific areas
he wants the BEF to research and
consider. "One of the project's is a
proposal to give in-state tuition for
students in the Navajo nation,"
Martinez said. "I have a personal
commitment to extend educational
opportunities to Native Americans."
Martinez also said he has received
"numerous suggestions from the in·
stitutions about their involvement in
the economic development of the
state •. I plan to commission a study
on what is already there, in very
specific terms."

Martinez began ,his work in worked primarily with the Legis1a·
education in 1966. He worked as an ture.
educational specialist helping
After serving in that capacity for
schools in 30 small disJricts in north- three years, Martinez became direcem New Mexico develop programs tor of the New Mexico Union for
and gain funding from the federal eight years. Martinez said he was
government. He came to UNM in also ''on call to helpwith the Legisl~
1969 as the only assistant to then~ ·ature, since I had done .it before.''
UNM President Ferrel Heady, and
continued on page 16

Public Radio Starts Drive
To Remain on Airwaves tain these holdings, while CPB refuses to help NPR unless they are
In a "Drive-to-Survive," Nation- within the corporation's reach.
Sparkman said she has no idea if
al Public Radio will attempt to save
itself from funding problems, said the impending bankruptcy will take
Maggie Sparkman, station manager place, or if last-minutemaneuvering.
will stave off disaster for the public ·
of KUNM-FM, an NPR affiliate.
Sparkman said the July 28 dead- fcldio network.
line to forestall NPR'~ bankruptcy
continued on page 16
has become a magic date to many
stations now subscribing to NPR's
news, performance and public
affairs programs.
Sparkman said she is expecting
me broadcast company to shut down
operation for an undetermined
. length of time while ·certain snags
are worked out between NPR and
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
The expected CPB bailout ofNPR
is hung up 011 NPR holdings given to
tbem by CPB some years ago,
Sparkman said. These holdings include a netw.,rk of satellite dashes
for 280 facilities around the nation
that receive .programs from NPR.
- A dispute over holdings is stalling
SOUR TASTE:
.a proposed CPB loan to NPR,
SeePage4
Sparkman said.
Sparkman said NPR wants to re•
SALARY SURVEY:
See Page .10

By Wren Propp

INSIDE

Snafu

The July 21 Lobo article on
"Wheelchair Lifts" incorrectly
-UNION CYCLE:- BlcrJI•r. peddle on the South Mill olltlidf of the StutJ.nt Union Bulldlhll quoted the price of van-rides to be
dllrln11• hot summer d•V In Albuquerque. The foiJICalt for this t11111flkend Is evenlntJshowers .$8, instead of$1 per round trip. The
Daily Lobo regrets the error.
with the telrlper•tur• In the low liDs.
•
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GREASE SKIDS:
SeePage 18

A. Gillegos

TARGATE:
See Page20
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Of ::be 16 sena!Ors who voted

Rebels Killed by Patrols

Pana~a.

and Venezuela- to promote dialogue and
negotmtwns.
While the .United States is encouraged by signs of
flexibility, Speakes said, "we note Cuba has been responsible for much of the increased violence in the
region by organizing, tri!ining, supplying and providing
other support to guerrilla groups in Central America.

MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(UPI) - The Defense Ministry
said Wednesd<~y that govem.ment
troops killed 58 U.S. -backed
anti-Sandinista rebels in sabotage
patrols that infiltrated Nicaragua
in the past two weeks.

"We would welcome a change in deeds, not just
Words," be added.
The measured optimism came against a backdrop of
activity by the administration to regain the initiative on
the divisive issue of Central America in the face of
opposition stirred by increased U.S. involvement.

bels were killed Saturday,
The official Sandinista government newspaper Barricad11
also reported a rebel patrol, based
in Honduras, pl;lnetrated 35 miles
into Nicaraguan territory, where
it ran into a column of government troops.

The official news agency
Nueva Nicaragua cited the ministry in a report saying soldiers destroyed a rebel camp just inside
the northern border and killed 22
guerrillas fighting to overthrow
the leftist government. ·

Reagan began the counter-offensive by devoting
most of a 32-minute news conference Tuesday to a
strong defense of the course he is pursuing. The ;~im: to
ease fears heightened by an expanded U.S. military
presence.

The statement seemed to brush off a blistering attack
by Cuban President Fidel Castro, who accused Reagan
Tuesday of following a ''demented and aggressive policy" that is leading the United States "toward an extremely grave error of incalculable consequences."
In the same. speech, Castro voiced support for the
~fforts of the Contadora Group- Colombia, Mexico,
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The newspaper said 24 guerrillas died in that battle Saturday
near the town of San Sebathdi,
about 75 miles northeast of Managua in the Jinotega province.
The V.S.-backed rebels based
in Honduras launched an offensive July 19 to coincide with
Nicaragua's celebrations of the
fourth anniversary of the 1979
Sandinista-led overthrow of dictator Anastasio Somoza.

The news agency also reported
a group of about l 00 rebels battled with government soldiers
less than two miles from the border with Honduras, in Nueva
Segovia province, where 12 rc-

White House aides said telephone calls after the news
conference were running 2-to-1 in favor of the president, who sought to stem a recent erosion in public and
congressional support for his policies.

·
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Senate OKs Volcker Term
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Reagan adminis!r;tlion called on Cuba Wednesday to show "a change in
deeds, not just words'' as a .concrete demonstration of
willingness to join in a regional approach to negotialed
peace in Central America.
· The administmtion position, outlined in a statement
read at the State Department and the White House,
reiterated the view President Reagan expressed Tuesday
that Cuba appears to be more amenable to peace negotiations .
"We're interested in all sincere efforts to reduce
tension,'' said White House spokesman Larry Speakes.
"And, as the president stated, we're encouraged by
recent statements from Cuba that seem to indicate the
merit to a regional approach to the problems in Central
America."

Gunmen .Die ln Own Embassy Bomb

House Aid Bill Snagged
:.:.!!C""d.:i.:t: t;:~:~;cr~-~ -~~ --.:3~ ~':t.:::e

Reagan Asks Cuba for Peace

United Press lnternofionol
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"Rather than rewarding Mr.
Volcker .•. we should be chastising him,'' DeConcini said. "We
should tell him that in a democracy
we do net combat inflation by placing 12 million Americans on the unemployment line.''

WHY••• have 5,000 Albuquerqueans joined together

·

"'
f

agamst the nomination, eight were
Democrat> and eight were Republicans.
Senate Banking Committee
Chairman Jake Gam. R-Uiah, said
Volcker has had to control the
money system at a time of excessive
federal spending and S200 billion
deficits.
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz.,
however, .charged Volcker "almost
single-handedly caused one of the
worst economic crises in our history."

2400 Central SE
Across from
Johnson Gym

\

\

DkEAKFAST

\

/~·=-~ ·

(S.rv•d with whol• wh•Gt toast, morgarln• & J•lly)
\ , / No. 1 TWO EGGS, bacon, h.am or sausage, hosh browns 6 toost •••••• , •••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
"'
No. 2 ONE EGG, b,acon, hom or sausage, hosh browns 6 toast , •••••• , ••••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • •
No_. 3 TW'O EGGS, h'ash ·browns 6 toast ••••••••••••• -· .•••• ._ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,, .• • • • . • • •
No. 4 ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast •••••• ,, •••••••••••••••• , •.•••.••••••••••••••••• ·-. • •• • • • • • • •
No. 5 PANCAKES (4-) ••••••·••••••••.•••••• , • _, •••••••••.•••••••••••••••••~·••••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • •
No, 6 HUEVOS RANCHEROS, two eggs, beans, s~ce, com tortilla 6 toast ••••••••••••••••••••• ; • • • •
No. 7 WESTERN .OMLmE" _. , . • ·"' •••••.• _
•••••••••• -· ,., ; ••• _•••.•.•••••••_•• .,. _. ••••.• ·• • .- .••••••••••• -, • • • • • • • •
three eggs, green chill 6 cheddar cheese. Jerved with tomato, hash browns 6 toast
FtH Cup of CoW.. or Hot TH Wlth·Any ol fh• Abov. lrH/dOitl

~
~~

'I • • •, • • • • • iri •

106 Girard SE, at
Girard ancs c.niral

265-4631

* * FR.ESH PRODUCE * * QUALITY CHEESES

S-24%" Discounts to Working Members

Dried Fruit

Deans ......... ~ -.. ,, ••_.,·.•••.•••
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Green ChiH or Chill con Came (1 oz.) ........................ 20;;

tiAMDUI\GEI\5.

..

/

$1.35

$1.50
S2.29
$1.55
51.30
ketd\up, pickle, 6 onion.· •. ~ .- ••••.• ••••
_ ~ • -• ••••••• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. ·sf.•30

·,

r· '

SAN.DWICHIS

on

GRILLED Cff£ESE
Whole wheat with American ~. lettuCe & to.mato ••••••••••••• ,. , • • • • • • • • • • • S.90
HAM. LEmJe£ 6 T.OMATO ott whole wheat with salad dressing • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.45
BACON; LERUCE 6 TOMATO sam. as above ..... "' •••••.•• _
..•••.••..••..•.
1.45-.
ill. • • • • -• • . • . • •- •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. •

'EGG. LERUCE &- TOMATO sa,.,. as abO¥"• ••...•.••

< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -·

_
•••••••••••••••••

•

•

•• .. • •

•

•

•

•

•

No. ·7 -'FACO meat, cheese, ·lettuce ·6- tomoto ••.fi-• •.••••••.•.••••.••.•••••••• -• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -. •. • • • •

1.1 o- ~

-s.ao

No. -8 CHALUPA ·beans; diMSet lettuce 6 tomato •.•••••••••••••••· .................. -. ·- •••••••••••.•. -.- ••••••- 70
No• 9.-ENeHII:'ADAS-.:SiHYecl -wlth·,leftuce ·.&·tomato· •• ,, •.•••·•.•••••••..••••••••••••• -~ ................_••••.• ·~- •. ·2.29
· DEP'4~ ¢."- Cop.,C~rne, Cheddar chMSe 6 pnlon
. ~-·will! G.N ~HILl. · .• ,Chedc:lqr cbMAf 6 onion
.. .,ftGEfMtMf.,Wid\ GIEEN: ; ·:chffdabr"ChHse 6 onion
·
-

FOOD COOP

lt.

.•

. -~:·,t:~~~-1bco.· &~.:ti:fciifl. i .;., ~- -~.-•. •:••.
8812 4th NW, between

898-7018

•

MEXICAN FOOD

Osuna and Corrales Road

SAVE WHEN YOU SUY IN BULK!

)

)

'i
. j

IIi •.• -• • ·• -·· • • •

Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ........................ ·............. 50

en

* Whole Grains * Nut Butters *

,]

HaSh Browns •••••••••••• -. .• 15 'Pancak• •••.•••.•..••••••• _,, • • • ~ Sb~~~ O'f1)tip~ ••.••••••.• ~ .• ..
_ ~ •.•..·••.. ; ...~ • • • . • 75- -·
Westem 'Siyl& ••
99 . Toost 6 Jelly ••••
45
·Extra Dlue- ChMse_ '•••••••.
~~
f5
Onion Ring$ ...................
75- Jelly"·ck··-····-··•·········-·-~,···~5 ~ J~oes-<9'*-e..s) :..._._·····-·····-··············-·······--·,
•
•
·
,'!l .. · · c
·
. .
, . · • ·· · ·"'5 · 'fA-"""~'- .. o~o... , .. ~ ...-"~••fcl<..._..,... "'· •, ~ ·.· . ·
·· ·~ ......
' • --.~ •.
. . 2·15o·'·

265·5170

LOW VITAMIN PRICES
Herbs k L.egumes

$2.99

- ·lr~IJCh . Frle~7..... ~. ~ \.~t;.:·~.: •~ $~~5·:. ~~e;.¥8~·::-t~~~~:.·..:..~·..t.~.·•.' ._~j~,ti ,.J»a~«>.n,;}(q~, Saus.ag• .c?r ~~ Patti~ : ._ ••• ; •••• '.i.e'::.'/ :. !p,.;• . S.O~: .

TREK a.nd BIANCHI Bicycles
Public Workshop and lnstructio·n Available Wide Seleetio'n of Parts and Accesories - Repairs on All Brands
YOUR SATISFACTIO.N GUARANTEED

and

$2.15

SIDE ·OtmERS.

. No.. -6 ·COPY. CAT mustard~

LA MONTANITA FOOD COOP

S1.80
·$1.-30
$1.45

j

NO. 1 HAMDUAGEil salad dressing, tomatO, pickles, onion 6 lettuce .................. , • • •. .. • .. • • ..
No. 2 CHEESEBURGER sam• as atxw. with cheddar chese • .. • .. .. .. • • .. • • .. • .. • • • • .. • • • • • .. • .. •
No. 3'DONANZA ~le ~. American cheese. tho.usand Island, tomato, onion, lettuce 6 pickle • • •
No. 4 FIE$TA DU&'GEK chHI con ca.I'M or g,.. chiH, ~dar ~se. onion 6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
No. 5 FLAME DURGEk, hJckory smoke sauce. onion .6 lettuce • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3407 Central NE

$2.65
S2.15

'

..

~~,~~ii:I;.Siiw. smoJ

Cl;·oz.)·fnfdi.'(l· .

ii • • • • -•.•.

~

I~.~ :~

• • • • • • • • . • • II'

••

. . . . . . ·-·-· . • • • • • •- • •

-2~19

•, ••• , ~. •.•••.••.••••••••••••••• 59 .89 1.39

..••"

cooperatives:

COOPERATIVE FEDERAL CREDIT UNION -

The Money Coop

.,,

FREE CHECKING, No Minimum Balance, No Service Charges
SAVINGSY CERTIFICATES, IRA's. DIRECT DEPOSITING
STUDENT, PERSONAL, and SHARE·SE.CURED LOANS

'li·

•

·.::g"•·'dr~

.,.,.... 6 7 up •••••••••••••40 .55 .65·
,50 .60

.~ ....
_ _. ~ ~ ._ .•.. _........... ~ ........ ,. .as

Call 897·7528 or 2.65-7173, or drop J,n atOcha and uMomanitl
auruXJ Credit un,ron office holws..

...................

WHY? Quality! Nutrition! Health! Service! Community!
WHY NOT JOIN US?!

.75

.50 .65 .95
.55 .ao 1.os .
.65 •95 1.45,
,,

6-paek f!oz•n roll• 0.29

ALL COOPS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBUC. CALL FOR MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION.

,..,
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Forum
--Commentary-Sour Taste For BEF
Left By Anaya, UNM

by Berke a..eathed
.---------, ,...-.---_;...-,

BLOOM COUNTY
ANDIF~P,.,

I ftJt.tMN~Y ft£«£

10... INI..:ro...
I

Eric Maddy
July 21 the state Board of Educational Finance, the first step on the
funding ladder, picked Ted Martinez as the executive
director of the group. Martinez, the University of New Mexico's
associate vice president for student affairs, was picked by a 7·3 vote
by the board with one abstention.
·
The four votes that did not favor Martinez had nothing to do with
Martinez' skills as an administrator. Indeed, all indications are that
Martinez, who served on the Albuquerque Board of Education for 12
years, is well qualified for the post.
But a sour taste has been left in many mouths because Gov. Toney
Anaya used his influence to get Martine;z the job. The governor re·
jected a search committee's recommendation of five finalists chosen
from a field of 63 candidates, which apparently did not include Mar·
tinez.
The governor's short circuit of the board's screening process left a
sour taste in the mouth of Karen Becklin, the acting executive secret·
ary of the BEF since April 1. Becklin, already concerned over the
governor's interference in the day-to-day activities of the board, resigned immediately after Martinez was appointed.
The four dissenting votes were meant as a message to Anayakeep your nose out of our business. If Anaya took the message that
way, he probably will replace the dissenting members just like he
replaced eight of 11 BEF members in May. Some of those replaced
have the same sour taste in their mouth and have threatened to sue to
get their positions back.
··
Anaya said the reason he rejected the search committee's finalists
was b.ecause it would take someone from outside the state too long to
"get acclimated to our own history, culture and academic process."
But why is that so important? Don't major improvements come from
learning from others?
The people of our state are seeing only one side of the BEF cointhe Anaya side. Control of the flow of information is often one of the
determining points in referring to other places as "dictatorships".
Because Anaya i:;; eventually going to make all the decisions anyway, why doesn't he just fire everyone else and do all the work
himself? He obviously thinks he knows more about education than
the BEF and more about yearbook preferences at New Mexico State
than do the students. Besides, all the money the state would save in
salaries could be put towards some worthy project -like education,
With all the knowledge Anaya has, one wonders if he ever sleeps.
One local writer oncejoked that "he obviously sleeps and has nightmares. When he wakes up, they become his plans." But Anaya's
meddling is fast becoming a nightmare for New Mexico.
education;~!

--Letters-Action Overcomes Word
Editor:
Once again, Associated Students of the University of New Mexico
is in the spotlight creating publicity for itself. Dan Serrano speaks of
democracy With eloquence, but his actions come directly to the
point- total authoritarian control and political patronage. Students
in a free election voiced a solid ''no" on funding for three campus
groups. One group in particular was soundly defeated by a good
4·to-1 vote. Vet these groups are to be funded in direct confrontation
of the wishes of the majority.
Minority rules ASUNM as long as they back the power elite and
play ball. Political patronage ala Chicago Democratic Machine is alive
and well at ASUNM. Let's applaud such fine corrupt political behavior
for it must be the backbone of American politics.
Keep up the good work, Dan, You can go fat in politics or crime,
whichever comes first.

Statement May Aid
Bar's Waiver Effort

MOOSE

by Don Bruckner

By Steve Shoup

City councilors Bob White <tnd
Adelle Hundley also spoke against
Liquor license waivers are issued the proposed license transfer.
to premises, not a person or busiCalling East Central Avenue "a
ness, the New Mexico Attorney very delicate area at this time,''
General's Office said in an advisory White sai9 he was proposing a moraletter to the Alcoholic Beverage torium be declared on the further
Control Department Monday.
issuance of liquor licenses in that
That statement may make it easier area ul)til zoning plans could be
for the Fat Chance Bar and Grill, made.
2216 Central Ave. S.E., to obtain a
Opponents to the transfer also
full service liquor license. State law noted the lack of adequate off-street
forbids sale of liquor within 300 feet parking at the fat Chance, problems
of a school, so a waiver is necessary with transients and, according to
to sell liquor at the proposed location Hancock, a slight rise in the crime
near the University of New Mexico. rate.ofthe area since 1982 which he
City hearing officer Albert said was ''directly associated with
Chavez, who will decide if the trans- Posh Eddie's."
fer should be allowed, had no comVHA co-president Linda McCorment on whether the Attorney mick said the lack of parking would
General's Office statement would mean the bar would ''cater to tranaffect his decision. Chavez said his sients," and would get ''very little
decision will be released Friday.
support from the young professional
Michael A,. Oi!llego~
Owners of the Fat Chance are crowd."
RECUMBENT CYCLE: Don Menning pedals his homemade recumbent cycle around the
to transfer a liquor
Fat Chance co-owner John
University campus. This type of cycle, being built to reach high speeds, has been around since attempting
license from Las Vegas on a waiver Thompson s.aid they are currently
the tum of the century.
that was originally granted to the negotiating to lease parking space in
Posh Bagel in June 1981,
a lot south of the McDonald's on
Opponents to the license con- Central. Thompson also said tralltended the waiver was issued to Posh sients won 'I be able to afford to
Bagel and is not transferable to any drink at the bar.
Morton Schoenfeld, University of New Mexico pro·
ty in 1947. Priorto that he taught at Denison University other business.
"We want to try and elevate the
fessor emeritus of music, died July 16 at the age of 64
In a hearing Friday to deci.de general clientele of the area,"
in Ohio. He held a bachelor's degree in music from
after an illness. Schoenfeld had retired from the UniRollins College in Winter Park, Fla., and a master's of whether to allow the transfer, sever- Thompson said,
versity July I;
music degree from the University of Wisconsin. He also al people, including representatives
Private security patrols hired by
In addition to teaching music at UNM, Schoenfeld
did advanced studies at New York and Harvard univer- from neighborhood associations and neighborhood businesses, not the
led an extensive career as a piano soloist and accompansities.
two city council members, spoke closing of Posh Eddie's, have
. ist, performing with many top violinists, violists and
Schoenfeld was born in New York City and won a against a full service liquor license caused the crime rate to drop,
cellists. He also appeared as a member of the nationally
fellowship to the Juilliard Graduate School of Music at for the Fat Chance.
Thompson said. Fat Chance has also
known Pro Arte String Quartet.
Members of the University hired the ~ccurity patrol, he said.
age 17. He studied with Pierre Monteux, one of the
At UNM, Schoenfeld was a frequent soloist with the
Heights Association, which repreworld's most famous conductors.
Ron Perkal, attomey for Fat
UNM Symphony Orchestra and was a founder of the
Schoenfeld is survived by his wife, Lori Westmore- sents the area directly south ofUNM Chance, said opposition to the liquor
Friends of Music, an organization dedicated to raising
land Schoenfeld of Albuquerque; three daughters, to Garfield Avenue, have been the license is related to ''past operations
scholarship funds for freshman music majors.
Susan Gallegos of Lubbock, Tex., Jan Light of Sandia most outspoken opponents of. full and future fears."
Schoenfeld served as organist and choir director for
"This is a completely different
Park, N.M., and Naomi Schoenfeld of Albuquerque; service liquor licenses in that area.
St. John's Episcopal Cathedral in Albuquerque, and
"Posh Eddie's waiver has lapsed type of operation,'' from those betwo sons, Jerry Schoenfeld of Mancos, Colo. and David
wrote many articles about music, including book reSchoenfeld of Albuquerque; his mother, Mrs. Mariam in our view," Don Hancock of the fore, Perkal said.
views and record jacket notes for Capitol Records.
"We arc not Posh Eddie's," Bass
Schoenfeld of Kings Park, N.Y., and by one brother, UHA said. "As of late 1982, there
was no license and no waiver."
Schoenfeld joined the lJNM music department faculsaid.
Oscar Schoenfeld of Huntington, N.Y.

UNM Professor Dies Following Illness

- - - - -........--Humor----------

EI Salvador Threatens Texas
Life and Related Subjects

Dave Barry
I say we all write our congresspersons and demand tf1at the United States become Involved in a
no-win military quagmire in Central America.
The reason? Global strategy.
Look closely at Central America, and try to imagine what would happen if this vital region were
to fall into Communist hands. What would happen
is a lot of Communists would be stung repeatedly
by vicious tropical insects the size of mature hamsters.
We cannot afford to have this happen. We cannot afford to have a horde of Communists down
there becoming so cranky and welt-covered that
eventually, just for an excuse to get out of the
jungle, they torment a revolution in Mexico, which
means you'd have Communist guerrilla troops
right next to Texas.
The Communists would have to use a psychological approach. They'd win the Texans over by
such ploys as holding barbecues,wearing big hats
and promising to extend the football season. Once
Texas went Communist, Oklahoma would follow
quickly, followed by Nebraska, and so on until the
entire nation had turned Communist except Massachusetts, which is already very left-wing and
consequently would turn Republican.
Besides, the El Salvadoran rulers have started
showing a real interest in human rights since we
put them on this cl.ever incentive plan under which
we threaten to stop sending them guns if they
keep. using them to shoot their own citizens. This
plan is working very well: Reagan Administration

observers have been bringing back rave reviews.
"They're not killing nearly as many innocent
women and children," the observers report,
beaming with pride. "Let's send them some more
guns.''
But guns alone are not enough, which is why
Texas does not control the world. You also need
troops, and the Communists are sending Cuban
troops to Central America. Truth to tell, you can't
wave your arms in a world trouble spot without
striking Cuban troops. They'll go anywhere, be·
cause if they st;:~y home they have to listen to
extremely long speeches.
I say that if the Communists are sending troops,
they must have a damned good reason, and we
should send troops, too. Only I don't think we
should send our armed forces, because I have
serious reservations about how they'd do in an
actual war. I suspect most of them enlisted because of those really slick, upbeat TV commericals
suggesting that all you do in the armed forces is
grin and jog and learn meaningful career skills
such as tank repair. If we sent these kids to Central
America, they'd go jogging into the jungle, grinning and clutching their tank-repair tools, and the
only question would be whether the Communists
would get them before the insects did.
So I say we send the people who really under·
stand the Communist thre;:~t in Central America,
the very people who alerted us to it in the first
place. I'm talking about the. Reagan Administration's foreign-policy stategists. I say we arm them
to the teeth, smear them with insect repellent, fly
them over the jungle and drop them at night. We
could even give them parachutes.

Ralph L. Richardson Jr.
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Don't

get burned by the high cost of energy.

Electricity and natural gas costs atUNM are exorbitant. lh
198 I UNM paid more than S7 million for energy con~
sumed on the main campus.

Technical Adviser, •••• , •• Craig Ctiri59ftlger

· Buslhoss Manaser ......... Emily Jackson
Account E>:eeu.tlve ••••••••••• Eddif! Tafoya

The New Mexico Legislature provides specific funds for
UNM's energy costs. As energy rates escalate, however, it

•

will be more difficult to pay the utility bills without cutting
into money earmarked for other educational purposes.
Don't let your educational dollars burn away in electrical
sockets. Keep the light of learning alive by turning the
other lights off when you don't need them.
UNM Energy Conservation Program

>.
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Communication Skills Gain Import in
Various Aspects of American Society
By Michael. A. Gnllegos

Michuel A. Gallcgcs

SARAH WEDDINGTON speaks to a large group about leadership and women in politics d'Jring the last Lecture Under
the Stars series forthis.summer Monday evening. The event
was held inside the SUB Ballroom because of inclement
weather.

Associated Students of the University of New Mexico

. . . working for you!

Leaders in the United States arc chosen according to
their communication skills and how they portray themselves on television, said a Former White House aide for
President Jimmy Cartel'.
Sarah Weddington, the last speaker in the University
of New Mexico's "Lectures Under the Stars" series,
said in her talk Monday that parents need to start
teaching their children about becoming potential leaders
at an early nge because of the increasing importance of
communications skills in American society.
"We must develop strong leaders to maintain u
strong nation," said Weddington. "You arc either a
leader or you are led ."
Weddington emphasized the importance of colleges
to teach students leadership skills. She said the majority
of college students do not take speech classes where
they can learn communication skills, which· are, she
said, the chief quality of a good leader.
The self-avowed feminist also said it is particularly
important to develop these skills in young women, since

most major policy dc.:isions are made by men, Weddington said she was greatly disappointed when she saw
how few women were in high lc~dcrship positions in
~ashington, D.C.
·'Women should become more involved in politics,''
said Weddington, who received her li:!W degree at age 2 I
and was arguing cases before the U.S. Supreme Cou11 at
26. She was one of the first wome11 elected to the Texas
State Legislature, and is currently the director of the
Texas Office of State-Federal Relations in Washington.
She described herself as the chief lobbyist for the state
of Texas.
Weddington reflected about her days working for
President Carter. She said being president is difficult
because he has so many decisions to make on his own.
The president's staff plays an increasingly important
role in providing the information the president needs to
make these decisions, she said,
"It was a painful day when the administration
changed," said Weddington. "I came to appreciate our
country by working in the White House. "

50¢ OFF!
on WHOLE SLICE OF FUDGE
Good Anytime

Film
Committee
Popular
Located in the basement of the SUB,
committee works to bring a variety
Entertainment this
of quality films at reduced prices- everything from pure adventure/escapCommittee
ism to the artful and intriguing. MovieCreated to bring top-name entertainwise, the best deal in town.

mentto campus. Anything from dances
in the Subway Station to major concerts like Kenny Rogers or Crystal Gale.
A full schedule is planned for this corning school year.

Tutorial Service

·

Textbook
Co-op
Books for school at a price students can
• afford. Works on a co-op basis. Used
books in good condition.

Free tutoring in all subjects. If you need
help or questions answered, come by
and see us.

Speakers;
Committee
Created to bring well known lecturers
and speakers. A well-rounded schedule
is planned for this year.

Duplicating
Center
The lowest prices in town for quality
copying services. Typewriters are also
available. Adjacenttothe games area in
the basement of the SUB.

Crafts
Ar·ea
A place for the creatively inclined to

Travel
Center
Need help in arranging a trip or tour?

relax and work with pottery or paint. A
darkroom and photo equipment are
also available.

for the individual or the student organization. Also located in the basement
of the SUB.

The Travel Center is a service for the
adventurous student who wants to experience new faces and new places.

Plus Much More To Come

"We are here for you. Come visit us and take advantage of what we offer. The new school year promises
to be the best year ever, so let's enjoy it together.

"Welcome back."

We want to be a Zoo Parent!
Help us adopt a baby tiger from
the Rio Grande Zoo.
Bring this coupon on any single donation per week for your
contribution towards adopting one of the 2 baby tigers recently
born at the zoo.
Expires August 31.

· Yale Blood
122 Yale S.E. 266-5729

Appetite's Res tau rant
Will be Starting Again August 15, 1983

Freshmen Specials (with I.D.)
Breakfast Specials & Lunch Specials

SUBS, PIZZA, ITALIAN DINNERS
2300 Central S.E. Across From U.N.M.
This Week's Special ••• 2 SLICES CHEESE PIZZA 5100
Good thru 7-31·83
Appetito's

Advertising
Service
Low-cost layout, graphics, and design

• • •

Bonus Coupon

j

Dan Serrano,

•IJ!I!II--1-IIIi•_..·~

With coupon thru August 31
New Donors accepted
From 12:30 to 3:30 pm
Monday through Ftiday.

ihis coupon good ONL V
with valid student or
military JD. Limit one
per New Donor. Not
good with other
$5 bonus coupons.

Present this coupon
122 Yale Blvd SE Bonus on
nm'"'i'"'

2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage
71

1.

Reg. $2. 21

with coupon - Good Any Time • No Limit
Open Daily
· ..
..
..... · .
Use our convenient drive up windows at
at 11 :OOam
1830 Lomas NE
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015 Central NE
5231 Central SW
11200 Montgomery NE

$1
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Physicians Institute Procedure
ALBUQUERQUE (UPJ)- Physicians at thl! University of New Mexico 1-Jospital have established a new
service that can reduce a patient's
hospital stay and rccupcration time
for removal of kidney stones to less
than one-tenth of what other techniques require.
Dr. Thomas Borden, UNM Hospital's chief of urology, said the pro-

ccdure requires a team approach Involving a urologic surgeon and a
radiologist.
Dr. William Ball, UNM assistant
professor of ntdiology, said the first
step is to insert a tlcxiblc hollow
tube, called a catheter, into the patient's kidney.
The next day, the patient is placed
under general anesthesia and the

B1.1sh To Visit Duke City
Vice President George Bush will be in Albuquerque Aug. 9 to attend
ground-breaking ceremonies for the new Veterans Administration Medical
Center, an addition to the Albuquerque Veterans 1-lospital.
Bush is scheduled to arrive Monday evening, Aug. 8, and will attend a
Republican Party fundraising b11rbcque. He will spend the night in Albuquerque.
The vice president will speak at the ground-breaking ceremonies Tuesday
morning and leave the city inuncdiately afterward for San Antonio, Texas,
where he will address the Southwest Hispanic Voter Registration Confer-

ence.

puncture wound Is dilated to allow a
viewing instrument into the kidney.
The viewing instrument can be
moved around the inside of the
organ, allowing a visual hunt for the
stone, Borden suys.
Once the stones arc loci\ted, a hollow steel t;1be attl!ched to an ultrasound generator is passed through
the catheter tube. When the vibrating tube touches a stone, the stone is
pulverized, and the debris is then
vacuumed out of the kidney,
The hospital stay is usually limited to three orfourdays, and often
the patient needs only a few more
days' rest ;J,t home before returning
to active life, hospital officials said.
Borden predicted that the technique, developed in Germany, will
eventually replace older surgical
methods of kidney stone removal,
which can result in a 10-to 12-day
hospital stay.

The Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

Where All The Good Things Happen.

"ANNOUNCE

7he Best-of Broadway
and
International 7heater
TWELVE MAJ~R EVENTS
INCLUDING
Brilliantly conceived!

lst & 7th ANNIVERSARY-

BALLET JAZZ
DE
MONTREAL

SPlE

Save UQ To 50°/o

Michael A. GuJI(!gos

PROJECT.BEAUTY: Trees have been planted outside the Art
Department as part of the Campus landscape renovations
taking place this summer.

on SvQer Summer
Clothing

r<eq1.ster

July 18-July 30

for o weekly g1ft certificate draw1nq
at both stores

ARE YOU AFRAID OF TESTS?

WildRose
/)1

H

Academic Counseling Services presents

T.E.S.T.
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Rostopovich Conducts

(Total Effectiveness for Scoring on Tests)
An individualized program to help you
• prepare effectively
• manage test anxiety
• learn time-saving lechnlques
Limited Openings for Fall 1983
For more Information call Mary Loescher, 884-2268

'J'ue~day,

Thenadonal

SflllPiiony

Brilliantly executed!
September 20 ~ 8:15
$16,1

Did Mozart die a natural death?
Pre-Broadway Revival

M1ADElJS

OLIVER!

5 TONY AWARDS
INCWDING BEST PlAY
Or was he murdered?

Musical Masterpiece
Sunchzy, October 30- 8:15

$20,18,14

Tony Award for Music
8- 8:15
16,13

November3- 8:

7 major awards musical

COLORFUL! SPECTACULAR
COMPANY OF 90.

EVITA

HUNGARIAN
FOLKBALLE7

From Gamine to Goddess
Monday, ]anuar!l 30- 8:15 $23,20,16

Frida!/,Februan} 17- 8:15

$16,14,11

Chilling Suspense

((Agnes
of God"
23 - 8:15

$18,16,13

Sizzling!
•'

TWYLATHARP
DANCE
$18,16,13

March 6

T oily Award Musical

andf!l~

tecll\ni.t;nkltl\ ~at
Thursday, April26- 8:15

$20,18,14

SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS ACCEPTED NOW
Subscription Rates '83 - '84 ·
Section I
Section Il
Section III
Total Single Ticket Value
$153
$194
$160
$125
Public- You Pay Only
Faculty /Staff -You Pay Only
~~;~.,.
$73
$94
$57
ASUNM!GSA Students- You Pay Only+- • ~
$44
• Guarailteed Same Seats For All Shows
• Pay Only Yz Now - Balmzce Later
• Mastercard I Visa Accepted By Phone, Mail Or At Box Office
I

TELEPHONE 277-3121
OR VISIT THE BOX OFFICE- OPEN DAILY- 10:00 AM to 6:00PM
Satttrda~1s 12 Noon to 6:00 PM

•

Discount
0
Plus 18 Percent
Plus SO Percent
Plus 70 Percent

,
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Scope for Universities'Budgets Brightens
By l>ennis. !'ohlman
Earlier reports which i ndicatcd
deep and long-term cuts would huve
to be made in the higher education
budgets of most Western states to
offset declining tax revenues have
not proven to be true, aNew Mexico
Oaily Lo/10 survey of 10 statefunded universities shows.
While budget headaches over
dropping energy severance t!IX revenue continue in several states, the
tide seems to have turned in most of
the states surveyed. Qfticials now
talk of when they willl.lgain be given
full funding at previous levels, not
where the budget ax will next fall.
• At the University of Arizona in
Tucson, officials arc encouraged by
a 5 percent boost in salaries for
faculty and staff included in the
education package passed by the

Arizona Legislature.
Although the pay hike was delayed until January, it still represents
."an encouraging sign" that budget
problems will soon be alleviated,
officials say. A hiring freeze in
effect since December has been
lifted, and while funding for the
1983-84 fiscal year was at the same
level as last ye11r's budget. which
was reduced by I 0 percent, most
believe the worst is over for the Arizona school.
"It hurt to cut back lO percent
across the board, but not too much,
providing it's temporary," says one
administrator.
• The University of Kansas at
Lawrence reported 1983-84 funding
would include" a modest increase,"
including a 4.5 percent merit pay
increase for f;~culty members set to
go into effect in January. Although

Introducing

YOUR UNM STUDENT
INSURANCE
REPRESENTATIVE

the 1984 budget was based on a rescinded budget from the previo\ls
year, the increase has been okayed'
by the legislature "contingent on
state revenues."
*University .of Nebraska officials
saw their 4 percent pay boost vetoed
by Gov. Bob Carey as a precautionary measure should state rever.mes
be less than expected, but a $1 .96
million increase in overall spending
for the three univ~rsity campl!ses
was approved. Although the money
represents a 4 percent increase over
fiscal year 1983, it computes to but 1
percent .after last December's
permanent 2 percent reduction in the
base budget.
"It may not be much, but it is an
increase," says Lincoln campus
Fact1lty Senate President Maurice
Baker, one of many who feared the
Nebraska Legislature would go
through with an earlier proposal to
cut $6 million out of the education
budget.
• University of Oklahoma Faculty Senate President Anthony Lis
calls the 1983-84 Norman campus
allocation "a standstill budget," but
is more optimhtic now than IllS!
spring that funding will eventually
improve.
"They've threatened to cut us off
later if the money isn't coming in,
but I'd term the budget we did receive a victory for higher education," Lis says.

Oklahoma state government officials have little choice but to ask for
the return of some university funds if
oil and gas severance taxes continue
to drop, Lis explained, bec~wse the
Oklahoma Constitution forbids deficit spending. This year's bl!dget,
the same !IS 1982-83, represents the
firs( time in 20 years ~here has been
no increase in the Oklahoma higher
education budget.
• In Colorado, university offi·
cials at the Boulder campus of the
University of Colorado S!IW a 4 percent budget increase cut in half by
the governor, who ordered that 2
percent of the allocation be returned
to the state treasury to provide ample
reserve for emergencies.
The 2 percent increase was far
less than the 7.5 percent originally
sought, b\lt is still an increase over
the previous year, and officials at the
Boulder school have been assured •
the additional2 percent will be given
them at a later date.
• At the Laramie campus of the
University of Wyoming, employees
ure scheduled to receive a 2 percent
pay increase based on performance
as part of an overall 2 percent boost
in the university budget.
Annual evaluations by immediate
supervisors will determine who will
receive the merit bonuses, the first
time in many ye;us the Wyoming
Legislature has not handed university employees a generous raise. The 2

Available
For
Consultation
CALL 884-6827

24-Hour Medical 277-3136
Mental Health Services 277-4537

CONSULTANTS IN
SPECIALTY AREAS

Patricia MaHhews

•
•
•
•

*Keystone Life Is the only Insurance company contracted by UNM to provide Student Health Insurance.

• In Montana, a state which traditionally has funded its universities
well in comparison with others in the
Rocky Mountain region, the state
Legislature granted only a 3.5 percent boost, far Jess than the 11 percent of 1982-83. Some cuts may be
necessary up to the S\lm of $500,000
to offset· decreased student enrollment, administrators S!ly.

CPR Classes
Suppprt Groups
Physical Therapist
Nutrition Counseling

HEALTH FAIR 1983
1 East Mall September 15 &16
L __ ...,. ______----------------------~

Expect Leadership
from First National
with

• At the Salt Lake City campus of
the University of Utah, !!dministrators are anxiously awaiting legisla·
tive action on a proposal to eliminate
5 percent from the higher education
budget. Severe flooding problems
compounded state budgeting trou.
bles, and officials in the Beehive
State have publicly warned that the
state's university sy&tem may have.
to tum away prospective students
this fall if the cut is made.
• In Austin, University of Texas
officials say the UT system will be
examining in earnest for the first
time a number of possible budgetcutting ideas to reduce expenses.
The UT system is the best-funded
state university system in ~e country, and ranks only behind the
national university of Saudi Arabia
in allocations for education, yet reduced demand for oil has sent prices
plummeting. Officials see little immediate cause for alarm, but are
"planning ahead."

STUD-ENT_____ _
HEALTH
CENTER

r------

*KEYSTONE LIFE INSURANCE CO.
2625 Pennsylvanid N.E. Suite 300
Albuquerque N.M. 87110

percent overall boost for higher
ed\lcation is much .less than the 9
percent given last year, largely the
result of reduced energy tax revenues.

• The largest state university system in the country, the University of
California, is also looking at ways to
save money. Administrators at the
main campus in Berkeley are watching nervously as the governor prepares to make good his threats to axe
more than $1 billion out of the state
operating budget. Where those cuts
will fall has not yet been detennined
in Sacramento.
Although the picture is temporarily improved in most neighboring
states, New Mexico universities will
have to make due with the 96 percent
formula funding given by the state
Legislature. The 4 percent cut, coupled with a now-rescinded hiring
freeze and different line-item allocations for university expenditures,
may make things rough temporarily,
UNM administrators say.
The same administrators agree a
climate of compromise and understanding exists in Santa Fe, and most
expect an improvement soon in
funding levels, perhaps including a
return to funding at a I00 percent
level.

First National

has low-interest, flexibleterm student loans - for undergraduate or
graduate study in colleges, universities,
graduate and professional schools, and many
vocational and technical schools. The First
National Student Loan Program gives you
low-interest financial assistance with flexible
repayment plans of 5 to 15 years. For more
information, call us at 765-4280 or stop by
any First National branch.

Look for the Daily Lobo!
At 65 on-campus locationsr
and 25 oft-campus locations.
The next issuewil.l be the b~cl~ to sc~ool edition to be published August 15, and beginning
August 22 you con fr~d the Doily Lobo rn these boxes every day Monday through Friday during
the regular ocodemrc year.
T~e f.!ew Mexico DoilY. Lobo, your campus newspaper, is published by the UNM Student
Pubhconons.Ooard. The nrne•member board, which has a student majority, is composed of
representotrves of th~ student body, ASUNM, GSA, the faculty and the administration.
ASUNM, th~ Assocrated Students of the University of New Mexico, and GSA, the Graduate
5tu~ent Assocratlon, purchase bull~ subscriptions on behalf of the students to provide free
delrvetyon the compus.
·
. The Doily Lobo i,s an independent publication staffed by students of UNM and has been
JUdged. the regions best all around campus paper by SPJ/SDX, the Society of Professional
Journalists.

F1•·st National Ba11k
in Albuquerque
New Mexico's Largest Home-Owned Independent Bank

Member FDIC
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Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Fraternity
otthe
University of New Mexico

Welcomes You To
U.N.M.
S.A.£. cordially invites you to visit the house and participate in our extensive social activities. If you hove questions about registration or UNM in general, please visit
or call us at

1811 M".so Vista N.E., 843-6426.
Don't forget
Foil Rush August~~ thru the 28

ACCfi.EiiiTED..__DIDLE cou/Uis'-"
The Christian Student Center offers £3/ble courses for college credit. These courses are accredited through .J
J
Abilene Christian University, Abilene Texas.
The following Is a schedule of our fall classes:
~

The Pentateuch
The Life and Teachings of Jesus
The Prophetic Literature of the Old Testament
The General Epistles
New Testament Greelf for Beginners

Classes begin: August 22, 198.:3
Cost: $10. 00 per course for credit
For more information, please call:
The Christian Student Center
1:JO Girorc/, N£
(505) 265-4:312
Albuquerque, NM 87106

\}

J
J
J

J
J

Representative .Discusses Trip

Baha'i Members Feellf!Jperiled by Republic of Iran

By Denise Resta

By Steve Shoup

State Rep. Judy Pratt (DBernalillo) said Wednesday that
"the U.S. has nothing to gain by its
presence in Nicaragua," and there is
''no justification for the warmongering.''
Pratt recently returned from a sixday tour of Nicaragua as a guest of
the Nicaraguan government. There
were 120 other people in the group,
including six New Mexicans.
"It is a non-aligned, pluralistic,
democratic society," she said.
"Since the Sandinistas have been in
power, they've eradicated the illiteracy rate from 57 percent. People
have to be able to read and write to
be fret),
"It's a rural, agricultural economy. They're (the government) determined to build the quality of human life," she said.
Pratt said the country was vezy
':hilly and lush," but "every once
in a while you'd see the silhouette of
a soldier.
At one point during the tour, the
group made a two-day bus excursion
to the Nicaragua-Honduras border.
Pratt said they were escorted by
armed guards.
The group sponsoring the tour
was the Cultural Workers Association, Pratt said. The state representa·
live described the work of the group
as one "trying to develop and foster
cultural exchanges between countries."
The cultural exchange was impor·
tant, she said, in that culture is
essential to human life and a great
deal of art and literature was oppressed under Dictator Anastasio
Somoza.

"The Islamic Republic oflran is attempting
to actually annihilate the Baha'i community,''
said one member of that faith,
At a news coQferencc Saturday, Fred
Schecter of the continental office ofthe Baha'i
FaHh in San Diego, Calif., compared the
persecution of Baha'is in Iran to the suffering
of early Christian church members in Roman
times.
While other Islamic and Soviet-bloc nations
discriminate and repress members of that
faith, Iran "from the beginning h<Js been the
greil! persecutor of Baha'i," Schecter said,
Some 140 Baha'is h11ve been killed in Iran
since the Islamic Republic was established

~~

Welcomes You
to Faii'B3
REGULAR HOURS
M T Th Fr Sam to 5pm
WEDNESDAYS
Open till &pm
Saturdays 9am to1pm

We want to buy
your used texts!

of people have been executed in lr;ln, perhaps
as many as 1,000. ·
"The media is in thl' hands of Zionists"
who are ''blowing it out of proportion,'' the
offical said. The only people executed were
"so·called Muslims who stood against the
republic and were dealt with by the law of the
land."
Schecter said the estimated 300,000
Baha'is living in Ir11n are accused of being
Zionists because the center of the Baha'i faith
is in Israel.
President Reagan has condemned the executions, alon~ with the United Nations Human Rights Commission, the European Parliament, and the governments of Canada,
Great Britain, Australia and West Germany.

Volunteers
Sought for
Groups
STATE REPRESENTATIVE JUDY PRATT

Permit Obscurity Altered
To avoid any confusion among handicapped people seeking to obtain a
University ofNew Mexico parking permit, UNM Parking Services has issued
the following statement concerning a letter dated July I.
The section of the letter dealing with handicapped parking should read:
"HANDICAPPED PARKING: A student with a serious handicap must
secure a letter from the Student Health Center prior to requesting special zone
parking. Handicapped parking (blue zone) is limited to UNM 'H' ;;;one permit
holders and/or handicap license plate holders only."
Further information can be obtained from Parking Services, 277-3729.
Parking Services regrets any inconvenience or confusion resulting from the
vague wording of the original letter,

Off-Road
Bicycles
New and Used
Speeds

UNM
BOOKSTORE

four years ago, according to a statement from fu.lfullment of the Biblical prophecy of
the Baha'i office ofpqblic affairs in Wilmette, Christ's Second Coming. He is also consiIll. The statement also said Baha'is arc denied dered by Baha'is to be the fulfillment ofpropeducation, dismissed from employment and ecy in the Hindu, Buddhist, Hebrew and Islaare pressured to renounce their faith by des- mic religions.
truction and sei;;;ure of their property.
Baha'is also believe in racial and sexual
A statement released Saturday by Albu- equality, the common foundation of all reliquerque Baha'is said 10 Baha'is were ex- gions and. universal government, language
ecuted June 16 despite an appeal for clemency and education.
from President Reagan. The statement also
An official in the Iranian charge d'affaires'
said six more Baha'is, including three teenage office in Canberra, Australia, said in a phone
girls, were executed June 18.
·
interview Sunday that no group was being
The Baha'i faith was founded in Persia singled out for persecution in Iran, adding that
(now called Iran) in the last century oy Mirza "only people rising up in arms are being dealt
Husayn-'Aii, known as Baha'u'llah, who de- with under the law."
clared that he was messenger of God.
The offical, who asked not to be identified,
Baha'u 'llah is considered by Baha'is to be the· did confirm that "quite a sqbstantial number"

•o

255-8808
1J 7 Harvard 51

A man is judged
by the company he keeps.

As a Marine Corps officer, you'll be keeping very
select company. You'll be serving with some of the
finest officers around •.. leading men who are second
to none •.. you'll be part of a unique team that's respected around the World. But first you have to have
what it takes . . • you have to be sharp physically and
mentally. If you're a college student or graduate and
this is the type of company you'd like to keep contact
Captain Wolfe at 3016 Monte Vista Blvd., NE, AlbuNM 87
or call collect (505) 766-2816

Volunteering for vocational related work can make learning come
alive, said Mark Rutledge, former
director of the University of New
Mexico Student Volunteer Bureau.
The Student Volunteer Bureau
placed more than 120 students in
community organi~ations last year,
Rutledge said.
"Volunteer work helps students
apply academic learning to .real experience. Often this helps improve
students' chances of finding work in
1heir career field, .or at least gaining a
better understanding of their vocational choice,'' said Rutledge.
The Student Volunteer Bureau,
now directed by the UNM Alumni
Association, helps students find
community agencies in need of unpaid workers, said Steve Ross, interim director of the bureau.
The bureau became the responsibility of the Alumni Association this
summer, Ross said. The bureau was
developed as a service organization
by the United Campus Ministries.
Students on the UNM campus
have several avenues open to them
in volunteer work, Ross said.
The bureau keeps 25 non-profit
organizations on file for students interested in applying for volunteer
work. Most of the organizations do
their own screening of applicants, he
said.
• Campus groups also pursue
volunteers. Dan Serrano, Associated Students of the University of
New Mexico president, said student
organizations affiliated with
ASUNM are looking for volunteets
to serve on committees for this fall.
ASUNM also needs unpaid workers
interested in United Way fundraising 11ctivies. Interested students c11n
come by the ASUNM offices in the
Student Union Building Room 242
or call 277·5528.
• AGORA, a student crisis center,
needs volunteers and has an extensive training program for those
working on the AGORA crisis line,
a spokesman said. Volunteers may
call 277-3013.
• The University of New Mexico
Hospital is now recruiting volunteers to run what might be called an
indoor taxi service for patients.
UNM Hospital is listed with the
Volunteer Bureau and is always
looking for :workers, Ross said.
• Campus libraries are presently up·
dating their system to a metal tab
identification on all books and mate•
rials, said a library spokeswoman.
This is an ongoing volunteer prog·
ram, s!Je said. Interested students
may call Merri Hartse at Zimmerman Library at 277-4241.
• Volunteers are also needed at the
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge, Refuge manager Bill ·
Hutchinson said a new volunteer
program is being initiated to help out
in job llreas where refuge manpower
resources are lacking. Volunteer
coordinator Bob Edens can be contacted at Bosque del Apache NWR,
P.O. Box 1246, Socorro, N.M.
87801 , or call long•distance 835·
1828.

furniture!
Just ask at GranTree.
with minimum rent agreement and student I.D.
Wh~t do

you want? free rent!
-say_ it again! free rent!
What'll you get? FREE RENT•-Where will you get it? GranTree! GranTree!

-

;::--.._

----

Lowest price in town:
we'll meet or beat
any other rental company's
lowest price for a 3-room
package!
GranTree's 'free & easy' Rental Plan
GranTree believes ••• your life is hectic
enough as it is. That's why we're offering you
a rental agreement that's "FREE & EASY."
We've got: • Luxurious sofas, contemporarydinet1es,

back•pleasing beds, hardworking desks and chairs, book·
cases, bedside tables. pictures, lamps ..• even TVs!
• No deposit
• Lowestprice In !own
• Fastdellvery .
• Friendreferrafdiscount
• Nocredithassles
• Movingservice
• Easyadd·ons
. • Opliontobuy
• Accidental damage proleclfon

Fast-Fast-FAST DELIVERY!

NO DEPOSITS! EVER!
NO credit hassles!
kickin' back in style with ... ,.; ;: .~

Grsa,dR!~•
•
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New Mexico Union Food Service
Welcomes

Dr. Sam B. Girgus, chairman of the University of N~w Mexic;o's
department of American Studies, has been awa~ded ~ Semor. Fullbng~t
Lectureship grant to teach. next summer at the UmvefSity of.He•de,Iberg m
West Germany. Girgus said he plans to teach a c?urse on Jew•sh w.nters and
the American Idea,. and also will conduct a semmar on The Amencan Sci!·
Girgus has also been invited to lect~re e}se,whcre i~ West G~rmany and m
Scandinavia. He has chaired the Umvers1ty s Amencan S.tud1es department
since 1975.

Our Fall Session Students
We ·are glad you are here.

Sarah George, a doctorate candidate in the UNM biology department,
has won a $3,500 competitive scholarship fro:n the Delta Delta Delta
sorority, a $700 research grant from the Amencan Museum ?f ~atural
History's Th~odore Roosevelt Memorial Fund and~ $500 grant m a1d fro!TI
the American Society ofMammalogists. S~e rece1ved all !hrce awards m
the same week. George will use the $4,700 m grant~ to fimsh her research
on the genetic relationships among North Amencan shrews. She has
collected shrews from throughout North America, Mexico, Northern
Europe and Japan during tlie past three summers.
Dr. Oswald G. Baca, associate professor of biology at UNM, has been
invited to participate in the Third International Symposium on Rickettsial
Diseases, to be held in September 1984 in Cze.choslovaki.a. Bac.a recently
presented a research paper on the molecular b1ology of ncketts1,ae organisms at the Rocky Mountain Laborat~ry in Hamilton, Mo~t. He IS ~I so the
author of Microbiology 1984, published by the Amencan Society for
Microbiology, based on the same research.

Michael A.

UNM METEORITE MUSEUM: Located in the Geology building, the museum is open
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and is open to the general public.

Dr. Robert R. Rehder, a professor in the University's Robert 0.
Anderson School of Management, recently traveled to Japan with 23 UNM
students as part of an international educational and cultural exchange
·program. The group, including students from the University of Texas at
- - - - - - - - - - - - - = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : = : : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dallas and Louisiana State
University, visited business and industrial facilities as part of a 16-day
itinerary. The tour was sponsored by
the College and University Partnership Program.

~

H. Laurence Ross, the new
chairman of the UNM sociology department, is an inttlrnationally recognized expert on drunk driving
laws. Ross has advised such groups
as the American Automobile Association, Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, the Alaska and Texas
legislatures and the Alcoholic Beverage Medical Research Foundation. Ross has authored and edited
several books on the subject, including ''Deterring the Drunk Driver,"
published in 1982. Ross is also on
the executive council of the National
Safety Council's Committee on
Alcohol and Drugs.

Good Luck
Class of 1984!

Leo W. Carbajal, an economist
with the UNM Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, is quoted
in the latest issue of the New Mexico
Business Current Economic Report
as saying New Mexico's economy
seems to be improving, thanks to
some changes in the national economic picture. Carbajal said consumer
spending nationally has risen, factory output has improved, personal
income has grown at a strong tate
and unemployment has diminished,
all factors that will help New Mex-.
ico. Carbajal also noted,. however,
that "the probable upswing in the
state's economy Will be tempered by
continued weakness in the mining
sector throughout the remainder of
1983, inaddition to a probable sluggish performance in the government
sector produced largely by budget
constraints at the federal and state
levels." Subscriptions to the report
are $12 and are avialable from the
Bureau of Business and Ecortomic
Research at 1920 Lomas Blvd.
N.E., pholle 277·2216.

One bite of our mouth-watering
pizza and you'll agree that our
pizza has PIZZAZZ! We.offer
both Neapolitan and Sicilian
styles, smothered with plenty
of your favorite garnish.

PIZZA BY THE SLICE

Dr. Nasir Ahmed, distinguished
professor of electrical engineering at
Kansas State Univ.ersity, will join th
UNM department of electrical and
computer engineering this falL
Ahmed, a specialist ill the areas of
communications and signals processing, is the author of three books,
including Orthogonal Transforms
for Digital Signal Processi11g, Coinpater Science Fundamemals and
Fuudamemals of Discrete-Time Sig·
11als and Systems. He has also writ·
ten more than 80 technical articles in
communications and signal proccssing.

107 Cornell S.E.
262•15~5

11030 Menaul Blvd. NE
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Nobody Offers Better Quality
At A Better Price
Hamburger .••••••••••• , , • 1,35
Cheeseburger •••• , • , •••••• 1.45
(V.lb. patty, mustard pickle, lettuce,
tol\lat(), onion, on a sesame bun)
Cheeseburger basket
with fries •• , • , •••••••••••• 1. 79
· All our burgers are Charbroiled
Quarter-pounders
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H11mburger Specials (I 00% beef, 1.4 lb. patties)
Monday-swiss Cheeseburger with bacon ••• , •• $1.89
Tuesday-Green Chili Cheeseburger , , ••••••••• 1.89
Wednesday-Monterey Jack with sauteed onions. 1.89
Thursday-Cheeseburger with chili con carne ••• 1.89
Friday-Pizza burger .................... , ••• 1.89
(served with Kitchen fries, onion rings, garnish on Frenr:h
Hard Roll)

Breakfast
You Can Spend More Elsewhere,
But You Will Probably Get Less.
Omelette; 3 egg, choice of hashbrowns or toast •• , .99
Breakfast sandwich-muffin with ham and cheese •••99

Club Saadwich ••••••• , • , ••
Club Sandwich w/frics , , .• ,
Chicken basket •••••••••••
Fish basket. ........... , ••
(Basket includes fries)

1.59
1.89
1.89
1.89

Fries •• .- ••••.••••••••• 49

.99

Soup
Nobody Does It Better
SOUPS DAlLY choice of 3 •••• , .95
Chile Con Carne •••••••••••••••99
Cup of Soup ..................55
Homemade with fresh ingredients
daily!

Includes choice of
I ea. of 3 entrees
2 ea. of 3 vegetables
with roll & butter.from 2.50 to 2.95

Would You Like To Get What You Paid for? Here It lsi
Each Doz.
Each Doz.
Cake donut ........... $ .20 $2.00
Maple bars ••••.• , .........35 3.25
Raised donut ••••• , •• ; .... 25 2.25
Brownies ................. 25 2.25
Bear Claw ............ , ..35 3.25
Cookies, lrg•• I each .25, & 2 each .so
Jelly-rdled donuts .........35 3.25
Bagels, large •• , ...............49
Donut holes ..............05 .50
All pastries baked fresh daily by our own baker

PIZZA
lndlvidual Size ........... .- • • • • . • • • • • 99

additional toppings extra
A note from our executive chef (Phil
Watts): All our food is prepared fresh
daily in our kitchen.

Dell

Ice Cream

How Do We MAke A letter
Dell Sandwich Than Anyone Dsel
We MAke It Your Way
Choice of 9 meats
Choice of 8 cheeses
turkey
American
bam
Swiss
roast beef
cheddar
pastrami
provalone
corned beef
jalapeno
mozzareUa
salami
polish sausage
cream
canadian bacon
monterey jack
braunshweiger

Who Can S.y No?
ICE CREAM
single.-· ••.-.- .- •• -· ••.•••••••..•••••. $.39
double ••••••••••••••• , •••• , • • • • • • • .65
shake (all flavors) ... , •••• , ..........95

1 SandWich ••••••••••••• ,.••••••••• , ••••••• , -• •••••••

turkey
bam
roast beef
avocado
tomatoes
liean sprouts

Beverages
Ill

I

I

•

if, .• I

Ice tea •••.•••••••••••.••.••••• -• •••••••
Juice ••••••
ilf • •- • • • • • . • • • • • • • I

110

ii

I

••••••

pineapple
cherry

•

I

•

$.99

alfalfa sprouts
cucumbers
cheese
green chili
bell peppers
mushrooms

Salad Bar
Create An OriJinal

C ·t • • 1i • • • •

40 .55 ~65
30 .45 .60

What's your favorite? We offer 22 to 34 different toppings! $.15 per oz.

i ................

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •- • • • • • • •

(tomato, orange, cranberry 1 graiJe, apple)

Hours:
Mon.•Fri., 6:30a.m. to 8:00p,.m.
Sat. 8:00a.m. to 2:00p.m.
.Food Bazaar only

I

(Choice of whole wheat o.- reg. pita bread)

Coffee ••• ·• • -• ••••••• • • •- ••• .- ........................ ,, •••• 2:5 .40
Soft drinks ii • * * e •• it il
e
*
t
_t * •
40 .55 .65
Whipped spa (orange or plna colada) ..................49 .59 .69
•

chocolate
butterscotch
strawberry

Who Else Offers 12 Different Pita Fllllnss?

Can You S.y No To These Prices?

I .• t

SUNDAES ••••••••••••••••

Pita

Meat, $1.95 • or • meat with cheese, $2.25
(Served hot or cold)

I •

Patty Melt, Y4 lb. patty ••• $1.49
Grilled Cheese ..............7'J
Grilled Ham & Cheese ••••• 1.25.
Fish Sandwich ... , ........ 1.29
Grilled chile & cheese •••••••.• 89

Pastries

Hot Entrees

't

CALL AHEAD FOR
QUICK SERVICE.

-·-~

Sandwiches

G.·ooo·l

$.85 .
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Student Sues University
(UPI) ~ AUnivers!tyofNew
Mexico graduate student bas
sued the University and a che·
mical .company for $2.7 million
because of extensive injuries he
suffered from acid spilled during
a laboratory accident.
Michael Boyeson said in a suit
filed in District Court. Tuesday
that tbe accident ocourredJune 2,
1982, When he dropped a glass
bottle containing formic acid.
The bottle broke and acid
splashed over much of Boyeson' s

the governor on various committee
continued from page 1
reports, and l told him and other
Martinez assumed his current UNM colleagues that I'd applied (for the
post in April, 1980.
BEF post)," Martinez said. "At the
Martinez was the only candidate time, l did not see myself as a candiinterviewed by the board during an . date. That was end of my dialogue
executive session lasting nearly
three hours, The board went into· r--------------,
seclusion at the opening of their
meeting to fill in the rest of the board
on the latest developments, including Anaya's request to hire Martinez. After interviewing Martinez,
the University administrator was
hired by a 7-3 vote with one abstention.
Martinez said the three dissenters - Pete Sisneros of Silver City,
student representative David Castillo from Western New Mexico University in Silver City and Steve Stain
of Roswell "were vecy emphatic after the vote that they would work
with me and their vote was nothing
personal."
Martinez' candidacy became
known to Anaya while the two were
/
working on several educationrelated reports, including the President's Commission on Higher
TEO MARTINEZ
Education. "I'd been working with

body during a required lab class,
c11using seriou~ disfigurerne(lt
and great pain, the suit says,
Thesuitcharges lhe University
did not maint!lin the lab properly
ilnd should have been aware of
the danger of an inexperienced
person handling acid.
Also named as defendants in
the suit are Al)jed Chemical
Corp., and it subsidiary, Fisher
Scl!!otific Co., the manufacters
of the acid and the bottle.

The University

SKILLS

CENTER

nly Ladies Invited
o Tonight's Revue
VlrRIJll~

Weatllerll will present a benefit ~oncert
p.m. Aug. 10. Ticket in·
formation. js ava.ilable at 271.,.4402,
i~ K~ller Hall PI 8:1~

Fon~S!/Tbt:! Prnken will perform at the
Welcom~ Bac~ Dw:e fn:e concert at Aug. 21 at

Johnson Field.
Blg

Valley

(8904

M~naul

N,E,) -

Th~

M~a:netics._

Block An1us (2284 Wyoming N.E.)- Wal!er
Piseon 1
Boprt's (Monlgom~ry Plaza) - Nlghtwln~
(upstalrs)j The Bre~.~-kers(downstairs).
Callll'ID East (7605 Central N.E.)- C.C.
Waterbock(during happy hour); Wh~key River.
Cbel&e~ Slreel Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
Center N.E.) - The Basics,
·
Cu.,boys (3301 Juan Tabo N.E.) • W.D,C,
DanbJ'il (2900 Coor.s N,W,)- Linda Cotton
apdStreet Life.
Friar's North (4410 Wyoming N.E.) - Th~
Shakers.
Friar'sPub(68Z5 LomiiSN.E.)- S05,
Hunary Bear (1200 Wyoming -Blvd
N.E.) - Fre~ch Dip.
Graham Centrill Station (3301 Juan Tabo
N.E.)- The Gary Myrick concert hns been
cancelled. Comet Will per.form instead (Friday),
The Wine Cellar (fair ·pjaza Shopping Center,
lomas and San Pedro) ..... logan Cameron.

Radio---

offers Free Tutoring & Study Groups
for students in the following courses:

THE UNM
CRISIS CENTER
277-3013

Social Science 100
Natural Science 100
English 100, 101,102
Math 100, 120, 121, 123,
150, 162, 163, 180, 181

Reading Lab, Writing Lab,
and Study Skills workshops

Are you depressed,

available to any student
at the University.

lonely? Is school getting you down? Having
problems with interpersonal relationsllips?
AGORA can help. The Center is staffed by student volunteers trained in peer counseling. The
Center is free and confidential. If you feel like
you just can't make it anymore or just need to
talk call or come by the Center.

The Skills Center will open August 29 at 9a.m.
Call 277-4560 for more information

LAnGELL'S

2900 Carlisle NE

11 block south of candelarial

Phone 888-4040

ART SUPPLY

~

~

STORE HOURS
MON.thru FRI. 8•30-5•30
SATURDAY 9•00-5•00

unm ART STUDEnTS & FACULTY
WITH CURRENT J.D.

(]aJ(](] Ul!J §(]LiJl!Jl!JI1
'

l:DU§I:sl!J l!JLlJU
on ALL
SUPPLIES
Discount good Aug. 22, thru S,ept. 3, 1983

MOST COMPLETE
SELECTION OF
FINE·& COMMERCIAL ART,
SILKSCREEN, &
SIGN SUPPLIES
IN NEW MEXICO

with the governor except for wh!lt
I've read in the papers.''
Karen Becklin, who served as
acting executive ~ecret~ since !Joo
Stuart resigned m Aprd, submitted
her resign~tion, .effective Aug. 12,
immediately after Martinez was
named.
In a letter to the board, Becklin
said her resignation "in no way
meant lack of commitment to
BEF," Becklin did say in the letter
the "non-partisan leadership role is
a significant part of the board's responsibility, and the new BEF executive director must have a staff
he's confident in."
Martinez said of Becklin' s resignation, ''I'm very sorry to see her
resign. She has done an excellent job
and will be missed."
UNM Vice President Marvin
"Swede" Johnson said Martinez'
position "would definitely" be filled, but. not before the beginning of
the school year, Johnson said he has
not bad a chance to speak to UNM
President John Perovich about the
replacement procedure and probably
would not until mid-August.

PLEnTY
OF

PARKinG

FRIENDLY
COURTEOUS
SERVICE

continued from page 1
"Your guess is as good as mine as
to what will happen, if anything,"
Sparkman said.
The national fundraising "Driveto-Survive" scheduled by NPR will
be covered by KUNM, Sparkman
said. The drive will run Aug. 1-3.
In another late development in the
NPR-CPB dispute, the NPR has refused to hand over its interconnecting system of 17 large stations.
These 17 stations have the ability to
broadcast to the CPB.
Sparkman said NPR wants the 17
stations to incorporate .instead of
handing them over to the CPB.
These holdings would be worth
some $2 to $3 million to the CPB,
Sparkman said.
''If these 17 stations did incorporate, they would have control over
what they would broadcast. [ doubt
CPB would agree to that,'' Sparkman said.
KUNM's involvement in saving
the radio production company will
be .in the form of taking pledges during morning and evening broadcasts.

"During our next KUNM fund
drive we will have to compensate for
the added expense, plus the fact that
$3,000 that would have come from
the Corooration for Public Broadcasting has been transferred to NPR
for extra dues during their
hardship," Sparkman said.
Sparkman said NPR also sold a
subsidiary company in which the
radio service owned a partial interest. Those funds, reportedly more
than $5 million, will not become
available to NPR until September or
October, Sparkman said.
Sparkman said she felt NP.R
would survive in the long run, but
would face a financially troubled
immediate future.
Sparkman said KUNM may be
picking Up alternative programs during the NPR hiatus, expected to last
between two and four weeks. She
said the American Public Radio Net•
work distributes ''As It Happens,'' a
news-analysis show similiar in for•
mat to NPR's "All Things Considered," and KUNM may pick it up
during the layoff.
"As It Happens" would not re·
place anything now offered, such as
''All Things Considered" or
"Morning Edition" but it would
have a large impact on KUNM programing, which would have to be rescheduled, Sparkman said.
KUNM lllight also pick up the
American Public Radio Network's
live "Prairie Home Companion''
Sparkman said. She said this program, much requested by KUNM
listeners, Would cost an additional
$1 ,000 beyond the APRN's initial
subscription fee of $1 ,000.

Eric Burdon and lhe Animals Will be at the
Sweeney Convemlon Ccmer in Santa Fe Aug. 22.
Tickets are 513,60 and go Oil s~e Mondiay a1
Oil;mt outlets,
Chrla,opher ShuiUs an" RJ11 "ngel will present a
percussion recitg.l in Keller Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Aug. 28. Ticket_ inrormatlon is.available at 277440Z.
B,B, Klng/Tbe Phanetswill be al the PaotoSoleri
i~ Santa Fe Aug. Z7 and28. Tickets are$13.l0ol
Glant outlets.
SlmPn and Garfunkel will be at Folsom Field _in
Bouh~er. Colorado Aug. 30. TICkets are $17 at
Giant oullets.
Rick Springfleld/Quarterfl.,h will be al Tingley
Coliseum, September 3. Tickets are ·SIJ.IO aJ
Giant outlets.
The Gnieful _Dead_ will be at the Santa Fe Downs
Sopi.IO and II. Tickets are$13.60 a~d 516.6() al
Qhi.nt outlets.
M11nhattan Transfer will be ;;tt the Kiva
Auditoril.lm Sept. 15. Tickets arc 515.60 at Oiant
outlets.
The Beach Boys wJ11 be at the State Fair GrQunds
RaceTrack Se'pt, 17. Tickets areSIP.60 at Olant
outlets.
Todd Rundgren .viii be at Graham Central
Station Sept. 25, Tickct_s are 510.60 and go on
sale Saturday at Graham.

Jpws Ill..- Far Norttt: 1:15, 3:20, 5~30, 7:40,
9:45, Los Altos:· I, 3, _5, 1,9.
/(ruU- Par North: 12:30, 2;4.5, S, 7;15 1 9:30,
Coronpdo 4:12:45, 2:5~, s:Ol, 7:30, 9:40.
La vi Sick/Manhattan- Don Pon_cho's;
Thursday- 7:15 (Lpve); 9:15 (Ma11haflan),
Mad Mnx -Wyoming: Fridt\f and Saturday,
midnight.
171' Mupp~i .Movl~- SUB Urtlon Theater:
&nturday -7,9:30, ll:30i Sunday -7, 9~30.
Octopus.sy- Cinema East: 1:45,4:30,7:15, 10.
Prlvat~ Sch(lo/- Winrock: 1:30. 3;30, 5:30,
7:30,9:30. M Pla~a: 1, 3:10, 5:20,7:30,9:40.
Return u/the led/- .lqulsiana: II, 1:35, 4:15,
7, 9:4Q,I2:JO, Cl~emaEast: 1,4, 7,10,
Snow Whitt a11d tht Sfll_tn Pwarve<- Wlnrock: 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30,
North: 12,1:45, 3:30, 5:15, 7:1~, 9.
St0}1ng Allv'- Coronado~ 1~ 3, 5:10, 7l30,
9;4Q, Lobo: 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, Fnr
North: 1,3, 7, 9:10. Hiland: 1:30,3;30, 5:30,
7:30,9:30.
Strlpu M Plaza: Friday a~dSaturday, mldnlghl.
Suptrmarr Ill- Louis! ana: 12 1 2:30, 5, 7:30, 10.
Survivors- Win rock: Special showinglO p.m.
Trfldlnx Pla~ts- Coronado: 1,3:10,5:15, 7;35 1
9:50,
Twilight Zon<l The Movie- Louisiana: II :30,
1:4S, 3:50, ~. S:l.S, IO:U,
Yt~catlon- Coronad~> 4; 1. 3:10l 5:10, 7:40,
9:45, M Plata: I, ):10,5:20, 7:l0,9:4!J.
WarGamts- Wyoming: 12, Z:30, " 7:)0, 10.
M Plaza: 1.3:10, 5;20, 7:30,9:40.
Wluuds- SUB Union Theater: Thursday and
Friday -7,9:30.

s,

MAGIC DANCE Company All Male Revue will perform
Mozarl Plus Series, a series of 18, will be
presented by the S11nta Fe Chamber Festival
IOdClY~ ~tore _lpfi;J(mation is available at 982:1890.

tonight at Graham Central Station for ladies only.
By Lydia Piper

"Usually women are the ones
dancing," she added.
The Magic Dance Company has
Albuquerque men beware: the
Magic Dance Company All Male been together for eight months, tourRevue is coming to town -and tip- ing throughout the Southwest.
Ferris said the dancers make up to
ping is allowed.
The Magic Dance Company is an $150 in tips on a good night, dependall male, exotic dance group from ing on the audience.
Denver. and tipping includes any''The size of the city doesn't matthing from handing the dancers a ter," he said. "We performed in
dollar to stuffing it in their a- Gallup and it took a while for the
strings. And for most of the 600 audience to get warmed up. Once
women expected at tonight's they (the women) realize the men
"ladies only" show at Graham Cen- don't bite, they come up and tip."
tral Station, the latter is the preferred
Such was the C!!Se at last week's
method.
local show. •
The six·man act is being billed as
At first, only a few women were
a Las Vegas-style show and is built willing to venture up on the dance
around the ''art" of stripping.
floor to tip the dancers, but ncar the
It incorporales dancing, numer- end of the show, women were lining
ous costume changes, a magic act up to get their tum.
and a fire-eater in the course of a
It was also apparent the women
two-hour show.
The danc.ers try to portray preferred the men who danced well.
One dancer with the Dream
''macho type'' characters through
changes into such costumes as a con- Machine, Kevin, dressed as an Indian chief, was called back for an enstruction worker and Tarzan.
"They' rc fantasies for women," core.
Ferris said the Magic Dance Comsaid agent David Ferris of the charpany is a group of "fantastic" danacters.
"A lot (of women) do come to cers trying to accommodate the
have their fantasies fulfilled. Men women's needs- that sometimes
been doing it for years, now it's involves kissing .them, doing pushups or retrieving a tip from a
wnm~,n' S turn' "
this seems to be the attitude woman's blouse.
"It's all done in good taste," he
the Women who go to male strip
said. "It (Graham) is the type of
establishment that is open-minded
and realizes its female audience deserves a class act."
The show starts at 7;00 p.m. with
25-cent well drinks, wine and draft
ine.
ve never seen anything like it beer. Men will be allowed in at 9
It gives me a chance to .see p.m. when the show is over.
."Men know where to go on
it feels like on this side of the
Thursday night," Ferris said.

Kloclwerk will be ,at th~ $UB Ballrpom at 8 p.m.

Friday. Tickets areS] at ~he door.
Summer Music for Wind Qulntel will be
presented by the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival Sunday, More information is available
al 98Z·IB!IO
Divlnyls will be at Orabam Central 8tation
Sunday, Tickets .are free at Graham and must be
picked up before 'he t;:oncert,
Shoollna Star will 'be at Graham Central Station
Mo11day, Tickets are free at Graham and must be
picked up before the concert.
The Suspender'! wiU be at the SUB Ballroom a: 8
p.m 1 Aug, 5, TicketS are $2.50 for siudc:nts, S3
for the general public and are available ill the
door.

_Btst of WIU'n~r Brothtrs Cartoon~- Don
Poncho'.s: Sunday·- 2, 3:45, S:30; Monday and
Tuesday -7~15, 9:15,
A Boy and His Do&- M Plaza: Friday and
Saturday, mldn'isht,
OasSWyoming: J2ll5, 2:lS, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15,

JO:JS,
Fast 11mes a1 Rld1emonl HIKh- M Plaza:
Friday and Saturday, midnight,
Rashdanc~- LosAJtos:1, 31 S, 7, 9,
48 ilows -·wyoming: Friday and Saturday,
midnight,
G~p Fo;(- Guild:
Friday -7:1S, 9:15;
Solurday a~d Su~day- 2, 3:45, 5:30, 7:1S,
9:15.
History of tht Blue Movl~- Don Poncho's:
Friday- 8, 9:45; Soturday- 2:45,4:30, 6:15.

Grrasr~

the Broadway ·hit musical, wJn be
presented by Albuqu~rqu~ GJvfc Light Opera ~t
8:15 p.m. friday and Saturday, Z:JS p.m.
Sunday, at 'PopejQy Hall. Tickets arc~ SS ..SO,
$8.50 and $10.50 With a$2 discount for stud¢11,151
senior citizens and children at the Popejoy Hall
Bo<Officc:.
Yau Ovl;t 'Take It With You, a Pulltzer Prize·
winning play by George Kaufman and Moss
Hart, is befng ptt!>ented at the VorteJt Titeat¢r at
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2:30 p.111. Su~day
through Sunday. Tickets arc $4 for general
admlsslon, $3,50 for students and senior citizens.
Reservations are available al 247·8600.
The 7llm 0/Tht Screw will be perrorm~d In
EngliSh b)'t"eSanta Fe Opera at9 p.m. Aug. 3,
IZ and 20.

Are you
.interested
in getting :yp'
more out t'lll.
of college? ·_;
1

~·

Sororities offer a unique opportunity to make the most of
college. If you are interested, Formal Rush Dates Are:
SUNDAY, AUGUST 14 - THURSDAY, AUGUST 18

What to do after college ~ ••

(application deadline is .August 5)

Is a question a lot of stu·
, dents are asking. Where
can you use YoUr degree in
a meanlnglul way? OM
answer is becoming an Air
Force officer through
AFROTC. Consider the
advantages of compeling
lor an AFROTC scholarship
arid having a good oppor·
tuniiy waiting after gradua·
lion. See your camptJs rep·
resentative today.

for more information contact:
Sorority Rush
Student Activities Center
New Mexico Union Building
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Telephone: (505) 277-4706

•
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Arts
GreaseNot Entertaining;
Has High School Quality

Grey Fox About 'Gentleman Bandit';
Movie Looks at American Anti-Hero -

By Johunna King

By Eddie Tafoyn

Albuquerque Civic Light Opera's
production of the Broadway-hit
musical Grease has the look and feel
of a high school play.
In some respects this is a good
quality for it to have, because after
all, Grease is about urban high
school teens growing up in the
1950s.
But too often the production, not
unlike high school theater, is very
simple, very unprofessional and not
very entertaining.
The <~cting in ACLOA's latest
play was especially disappointing.
None of the characters ever came
alive.
Instead, the audience ended up
Alc~undri3. King
watching actor after actor read lines
ROCKING OUT: Members of the cast of Grease rock out to tunes of the 50s during the and try to be amusing.
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera's production currently playing at Popejoy.
That was their biggest problem - they tried too hard, and all
the real, natural qualities of life were
forced out of the story,

More Entertaining

Than Hwnanly Possible!
Of course, this musical is not a
dramatic, true-to-life tale. Not many
high school students, whether they
grew up in the 50s or 80s, sing in the
school cafeteria or dance at the
drive-in, but the character situations
could have and should have been
more realistic.
Unforl).mately, the actors were
unable to reach a believable point
and it became impossible to laugh,

cry or feel any kind of sympathy for
them at a.IL
Grease's story was also disappointing. As in the case of many
high school plays, it jumped around
a lot and never really said anything,
The play begins af the class of
59's high school reunion, a setting
that was irrelevant.
The characters at the reunion,
with a few exceptions, were not the
same characters seen during the rest
of the play, so the reminiscent quality a class reunion should have had
was lacking.
Once back in 1959, the story
didn't improve much. It introduced
a few subplots but nev~r resolved
anything.
The set of ACLOA.'s Grease also
had that high school touch but this
time it was effective.
The high schoolish music from
the Broadway play was one of the
bright spots of this production.
Listening to toe-tapping, beebopping tunes such as ''Summer
Nights," "Greased Lightin'" and
"We Go Together" actually kept
the show moving,
The dancing and choreography
were also enjoyable ::md contributed
a great deal to the production.
Grease has the potential to be a
smash-hit, as it was in New York,
but the recent production by
ACLOA definitely doesn't deserve
to win a Tony Award.
The ACLOA. production of
Grease will be presented again Friday and Saturday at 8: 15 p.m. and
Sunday at 2: 1.5 in Popejoy Hall.
Tickets are $5.50,$8.50 and $10.50
with a $2 discount for senior
citizens, students and children.

Student Learns Craft From British
Professionals in Santa Fe Series
July

and 31

7:00 and 9:30 (11 :30 Sat)

PHOTO STUDENTS
KURT'S HAS THE BASIC
DARKROOM KIT (TANK, REELS,
THERMOMETER, ETC., ETC.)
SPECIAL WELCOME PRICE OF ONLV

$16.95
Ask For Your STUDENT DISCOUNT
on Non-Sale Items!

Always Discounts on Paper, Film, Etc.

KODAK- AGFA- ILFORD

By Johanna King
University of New Mexico Theater Arts student Elayna Courage
(Kaplan) has been busy this summer, She has spent the last few
weeks in Santa Fe working with and
learning from the National Theater
of Great Britain.
One reason Courage became interested in the National Theater
series was because she wanted an
opportunity to work with professionals in commercial theater.
"There were some things I had
already learned at UNM," she said,
"but watching them (the plays) put
together by professionals makes
those things that pertain to directing
and scripts come alive. I learned
those things but I never saw them put
into action until now.

"I. also learned how to shape a
play. I learned how to shape a scene,
I have a real concept for shaping now
and a real respect for text."
Courage, working on her master's
in Theater Arts, was chosen,
through an audition heJd.tast spring,
to be one of the participants from
across the nation involved in this
year's activities.
The UNM student, whose major
concentrations are on directing and
playwriting, is the assistant to British director Michael Ockrcnt on the
double bill of Noel Coward's The
Red Peppers and A Slight Ache by
Harold Pinter. These plays are being
presented Friday through Sunday
and Aug. 4·5 at Santa Fe's Greer
Garson Theater.
This is the second year the
National Theater, which first came
to New Mexico last summer, has
been in residency at the College of
Santa Fe teaching classes and putting on productions.
Courage will receive nine credit
hours for classes in techniques of
acting Shakespeare, taught by British actor John Normington, and
popular comic theater, taught by
Ockrent.

VISIT US
JUST A FEW BLOCKS EAST OF U.N.M.

PICKUP
YOUR TROUBLES•••
and get away from it all
with a new back pack.
See our selection today!

3417 Central NE
26&-n66
524 Coronado Center 883-5373
1713 Juan Tabo NE 296-4888

M_OUNTAINS
.&RIVERS
When You're Serious About Playing
2320 Central NE • 268-4876

There is little in the entertainment
world as mysteriously pleasing as
the phenomenon of the American
anti-hero: all those Diamond Jims
and Jessie J ameses who rode the
new West for the sake of their own
greed, struck horror into the hearts
of the innocent and were not only
remembered in later years but glprified.

rtUinoyiel.
LllReVI~
The Grey' Fax is a movie in just
this tradition.
It tells of an aging stagecoach robber, Bill Miner (Richard Farnsworth), teleased in the 20th century
after 33 years in prison. To his dismay, he discovers .the advent of .the
locomotive has banished the
stagecoach.
"The Gentleman Bandit" must
either give up the free life as he once
knew
it or adjust his skills to fit the_
new technology.
Miner's character is the central
focus of this Philip Borsos film, and
this alone is adequate material.
The protagonist's selfish and dastardly deeds are abstractly justified
by a charm and a gentle voice that is
soft and accepting.
His face bears well the lines of age
as it is perpetually creased by his
frequent smile, and the white curling
ends of his moustache maintain this
illusion - even in the tightest situation, his face seems always on the
edge of a smile.
The deeper layers of Bill Miner
are Ulustrated through his''relationships with Shorty (Wayne Robson), a fidgety idiot Miner takes as
his new partner; Katherine (Jackie
Burroughs), the object of his affections and a woman ostracized by her
independence and aesthetic sensibilities; and an ambitious young
mountie (Timothy Webber) tom between duty and friendship.
Whether he is a boss ora teacher,
a comrade and.lover, or an enemy
only by virtue of circumstance, Miner is usually gentle, with the musical
and rustic sophistication of his voice
flowing like a cool jazz saxophone,

enchanting the listener not only by
the words themselves but by the
sound per se,
As is the norm with most litera~ ture, it is the lover who uncovers the
most complicated and intriguing
facets of the character.
Like B14tch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, this movie is the tale of the
last edge of the gun-slinging, horseriding outlaw days, and the necessary adjustments do not only mean
gigantic strides in the way of law and
order, but also the loss of very singular and romantic adventure genre.
These glory days of last American
anarchist are over, and whether the
present world, with all its inherent
laws and order, is necessarily more
righteous is immaterial- there is
no escaping the sadness that comes
with the abandonment of such ·an
adventurous age.
Unlike the prototypical cowboy
film, however, The Grey Fox is
rather low key, and the action occurs
in the personal interplay and the dia•
Iogue, rather than in the exchange of
bullets or punches.
This allows for the appreciation of

Classified Ads"': in the Lobo
get resu Its!

ijiiiii;iii;iii;iii;iii;iii;iiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~~~~-~-~

Levi's Wrangler
501's

Cords
Painter's Pants

SADDLEMAN

·zeppelin

SHRINK TO FIT

BOOT CUT

$16.99

I

PRESENTS

TilE

Al~L,\L\l.,S

Monday, August 22nd, 8 PM
Sweeny Convention Center
Santa Fe

7373/(lng
8t special guests The Planets
Saturday, August 27th, 8 PM
Sunday, August 28th, 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater
Santa Fe
·

Tuesday, September 13th, 8 PM
KIVA Auditorium

2120
243-6954

-

..

Performing Arts Studio
Classical Ballet; Jazz
Professionally taught by
Laura Brown-Elder,
Artistic Director

Introducing Eloisa Garcia
from the Royal Ballet
in London
Teaching Ballet and
Character Dancing
Also introducing Maya Chase
With Modem Jazz Classes
Now taking enroUment for fall session.
(The Performing Arts will be closed until August 22)

-

Todd Randgren
&Otopia
Sunday, September 25th, 8 PM
Graham Central Station

The Temptations
& The FOurTops
Saturday, October 1st
2 shows 7 PM & 10:30 PM
Kiva Auditorium
Reserved seating

2219 Lead Ave. SE.
For appointment call
256-1061 or 265-3067

•

(

MANiiAlfAN TRANSfER

Central SE

Sundays
11-4

'\__

D
~

Saturday, September 3rd, 8 PM
Tingley Coliseum

.

lobo
men's
shop
NOW OPEN

I

!fi

/r--

RiCI< JPRinGFiELD

Fashion Jeans
'

Music Contest
New Mexico music bands have a
unique opportunity to grab for the
brass ring this month with radio station 94 Rock's (KWXL) and Miller
High Life's competition to select
this year's best original work.
Entries, ·by cassette tape only,
will be judged for commerciality,
artistic musicianship, arrangement,
production and originality.
To assist in the effort, Sound Studio is providing a low- cost production rate.
Five hundred dollars in Richenbacker Music and Sound Reinforcement equipment will be awarded to
the local winner and $5,000 to the
regional winner. The national winner will receive a national recording
contract with Boardwalk Records
and $25,000 worth of equipment,
and the national runner-up will receive $10,000 in equipment.
Locally, 94 Rock will produce an
album to include New Mexico's best
musical talent.
Production of the album creates
another contest ~ design of the
album cover, for which a .local artist
Will win $500 and credit on the
album.
Entry forms and and contest de·
tails are available at 94 Rock, 7655400. All entries can be sent to 94
Rock, P.O. Box 737, Albuquerque,
N.M. 87103 or delivered to 1410
Coal SW until Aug. 25.

Frank Tidy's magnificent photography, which mixes rich tertiaries with
strong images and magnifies the
ambiance.
The flaw in this gem is the usc of
silent film segments (one used
twice - and Borsos thought we
didn't notice!) to tell the story.
Even though we can see in Miner's eyes as he watches the films that
it is the nature of the legend with
which he is in Jove - he is like a
child awed by the World Series~
the rhetorical switch is much too
abrupt and lessens the predominant
eloquence of the filmaking.
:rhe winner of seven Canadian
A<;ademy. Awards, including best
picture, director and screenplay,
The Grey Fox is a film for those in
love with the legend of the Old West
as well those in love with modem
filmmaking when it is at its artistic
best.

.=-.r.-:n•

Tickets available at all Giant Ticket Centers:
The General Stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe·
Record Bar in Coronado Center
The New Wild West Music
S.U.B. Box Office at UNM.
In Santa Fe at:
Candyman
· Moon Mountain Sound
Music 'N More
Boogie & Bach
Jim Manning in La Fonda
and in Taos at:
QuePasa
60¢ seNice charge on all tickets.

.
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Pine Tar Causes Sticky Situation for AL ·Preside_nt

Olympian Gets Coaching Job

By .Jilll Wie$eiJ
For New York Yankee M:~n<!gcr
Billy Martin, baseball is an easy
game to understand.
If a fly ball is caught, that's an
out. If the ball reaches first base before the runner, that's an out. If a
guy hits a home run with a bat covered with pine tar, that's an out.
But for Kansas City third baseman George Brett, baseball is conI

fusing. He thought if you smacked a
ball over the fence, you were
allowed a free ticket around the
bases.
Brett drove a long shot over
Yankee Stadium's right field fence
Sunday but was disallowed the
roundtripper because the pine tar on
his bat had been rubbed too far from
the bat handle.
The Royal's protested pi ate
umpire Tim McClelland's decision,

placing the ultimate responsibility in his last year as league president, will
American League President Lee depart on a sour note.
MacPhail's hands.
"A rule is a rule," Billy M;utin
The trick for MacPhail wil) be to said in il television interview followget a grip on the proper ruling. The ing Tuesday night's g!lme. "Maybe
decision he makes could, at season's • pine tar makes the bat harder."
end, decide the division chamMartin said his 1975 Yankee ball
pionships. Both the Yankees and club was cited for the same infracRoyals are near the top in their re- tion when Thurnwn Munson was
spective leagues,
disallowed a two RBI single,
If either team ends the season one
Martin did.n 't protest the decision.
game outoffirst place, MacPhail, in "We won, and you don't protest

By John Moreno

aged 9 to 25, In those three years, tice to take a few extra hours of
she thinks she has made the transi- study."
Lobo volleyball will sport the tion from player to coach. ·
Being chosen by UNM was a
mark of an Olympian this fall as
Kessel praised Hebert, who, dur- dream come true for Kessel and her
former National Team member ing his three-year tenure, built a husband, John, because they wanted
Laurel Brassey Kessel assumes the nation11lly ranked team. Last year, to be close to the mountains, where
reins of command.
despite s.everal injuries and internal llley enjoy hiking and camping. She
A member of the 1980 U.S. dissension, the Lobos finished was also offered the head coaching
Olympic Volleyball Team, Kessel second in the High Country Athletic job at New Mexico State, but dewas named the new interim head Conference, and nearly paid a repeat clined the Aggies' offer because
coach last week by University of visit to the NCAA playoff~.
''southern New Mexico is .too hot,''
New Mexico Women's Athletic
·
"I'm coming into a pretty good she said.
Director Linda Estes. Kessel suc- situation," she said. Most coaches
Kessel was hired under unusual
ceeds Mike Hebert, who took a head have to build from nothing, Kessel circumstances. Because Hebert rescoaching job at the University of Illi- said, but Hebert did a ''goodjob" at igned suddenly, the nonn.al hiring
UNM.
procedure under federal affirmative
nois.
A veteran of 269 international
action guidelines was waived and
Kessel is familiar with some of Kessel was hired as an interim head
matches, Kessel, 28, will work with
the Lobo players and coaches on the Lobo players because she played coach.
polishing fundamental skills. She against UNM two years !!go wh~:n
''I'm committed to the principle
said many teams, both in college and she returned to San Diego State Uni- of affirmative action," said UNM
the open ranks, could be stronger if versity, But she doesn't know any- Women's Athletic Director Linda
they spent more time on the basics. one personally. "It'll probably be a Estes. She said Kessel will be free to
"I think .the players who have little difficult in the beginning to get reapply in January for the position,
come out of t!le national team prog- comfortable with everybody," she which will be advertised nationally
for at least 30 days.
ram have, probably, the best basic said.
Although Kessel is two years
Kessel was very disappointed
fundamentals of any players in the
country,'' Kessel said. The U.S- short of her degree in architecture, with the Olympic boycott. She
.women's team was ranked third in she will stress to her student-athletes served on President Carter's Advisory Committee on the Olympic
the world in 1978, up from 12th in the importance of graduation.
1975, when Kessel joined.
"If they are ever chosen for the Boycott and represented the U.S.
She said her training will help a lot National Team, "they'd have to de- Olympic Committee and the U.S.
in this, her first year as a college cide" between competing or gra- National Teams protesting the U.S.
head coach. "It's easy, I think, to duating, she said. "I would encour- boycott.
see basic errors and correct them." age my kids to try and finish their
However, she said the time spent
Kessel eschews the notion that education even though we were not training for the Games was very
great players don't make good allowed to.
worthwhile. "Going to the Olymcoaches. ''Th<!t's a generalization. I
"Taking off from school to train pics would have been the final great
think the players Who have come all day, every day, for four years for moment for all of us, but we had a lot
from the national team program re- the Olympics is not a very normal of things that gave us a lot of good
cently are doing pretty well in situation," said the coach who will feelings and memories. I don't think
coaching," she said.
expect her players to attend practice the time was wasted at all."
Since the Olympic boycott of all the time. But if they need extra
Would she try to make the 1984
1980, Kessel has coached teams in study hours, Kessel says, ''I think I Olympic team? "No," she said
the United States and Italy, where can be flexible and, once in a while, without hesitation. "My priorities
she worked in camps with player give them some time off from prac- have changed.

when you win," he said.
.
If the decision remains in Yankee
favor, it may be the first time in
buseball history the last out was a
home run by the losing team.
The rule in question is 6.06 (d),
which sayB a hitter cannot use a bat
that, in the umpire's judgment, has
been altered or t11mpered in such a
way to improve the distance factor
or cause an unusual reaction of the
baseball.
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New Student
Orientation '83
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assists new freshmen and transfer stu.,
dents in making a smooth and success.
ful adjustment to UNM. Chasing and
registering for your fall semester classes, learning what vour professors e>~·
pect of you, learning your way around campus, making new friends,
learning about the many campus services here to assist you, and
having fun while doing it .is all awaiting you at Orientation '83

II

Number Creates Phone Mess
By Steve Shoup
When is an '0' not an '0'? When
it's supposed to be a zero.
The letter recently caused some
confusion over the University of
New Mexico Arena ticket office's
new telephone number. A special

Remaining Orientation Program Dates:
Thursday-Friday, August 10-11
Wednesday-Thursday, August 18-19
Check-in begins at 8 a.m. the first day at the Kiva (in the College of
Education complex). Advanced reservations are suggested. Cost for
students is $10. Family members and guests are invited to attend for
free. For more informa~\\
lion refer to the Orienta~\~
lion Brochure contained
\''

'&'

in the regi·s·tralion maten.'al
sent to you labeled "IM- ~
PORTANT: Registration
,
Material Enclosed" or
·
contact the Office of the
Dean of Students, Mesa
Vista Hall 1129, UNM,
Albuquerque, 87131.
(505) 277-3361

• •

number was set up to encourage people to buy season tickets for the upcoming Lobo football season, said
John Keith, UNM sports information director.
The number 11ppears to read 294L-0-B-0. The announcer on the

television commercial pronounces
the last four digits "lobo".
However, the number is actually
294-L-zero-B-zero, said Keith.
Callers had been inundating the
incorrect phone number, which belongs to Steve Weissman of Albuquerque, who thought he had an unlisted number, Keith said.
No one thought about the possiblity of people confusing the letter
and the number, Keith said, it until it
happened.
But the situation worked out well
for all parties involved. Weissman's
number has been changed, and for
being "a real good sport about it,"
Keith said, head football Coach Joe
Lee Dunn will present Weissman
with two complimentary season
tic.kcts.

"The Whole Earth Will Be Filled
With the Glory of God"

Sundays 9:45 a.m.
VVorship & Teaching

Wednesdays 7:30 p.m.
VVorship & Prayer

Mondays 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study

Marantha Christian Center
247·9999 • 1806 Sigma Chi NE
"serving the University with God's Love"

''It worked out better for us in the
long run," Keith said, because the
publicity has brought attention to the
special phone number. "People are
calling for season tickets,'' he said.
''It turned out to be more fun than
anything else," Keith said.

We now have Beer and Wine l!

F~3

SERIES40
HANDHELI) COMPUTERS
HP-41C Handheld Computer !441 Bvtes!
HP·4lCV Handheld Computer
!2,233 Bl'!esl
HP-82l04A Card Reader
HP-82143A Thennal Printer/Plotter
HP·41CV System I (Calculator
and Card Reader!
HP"41CV System II (Calculator,
Card Reader Printer!
HP·IL Interface Module
IIP-82161A Oigital Cassette Drive
HP-82l62A Thennal Printer/Plotter
HP·75C Portable Computer

2 Money Saving Offers
ulfer expires

.

•.n

•
• PROFESSIONAl QUALITY

Godfatbcr~ PizZa ..

~~~~~ ~M~

......

IG6 Btle1111 Vieta, SE 247-959i

l-a•-...

~~~-w

···-

S;g,?u']lif5f:ne'd1'nrll1 htl'l'l.&<!bm:.mtJ'rto•

l

HP ACCESSORIES
HP·82180A Extended Functi•,hs
Module
HP·82181A Extended Memory Module
HP·4 t-15005 Survey P.a~
HP·82l53A Optical Wand
HP·82120A Battery Pac

IJST SALE
S195.00$165.50

275.00 230.00
195.00 165.00
385.00 325.00
470,00 390.00
855.00
125.00
450.00
450.00
995.00

699.95
110.00
375.00
375.00
795.00

UST SALE
$70.00 $63.00

90.00

80.00

120.00

too.oo

120.00 100.00
120.00 100.00
750.00 600.00

75.00 . 67.50
75.00 67.50
30.00 27.00
125.00 100.00
35.00 31.50

.TYPING SERVICES

ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER
401 WVCiMING NE
ALBUCIUERGUE, N.M. 87123
1!501!5 •RI!I1!5-7BB1

N E CORNER S.U.B. BASEMENT
SUMMER HOURS: MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

o:oo · s:oo
VISA-MASTER CARD· AMERICAN EXPRESS

c-oJJ

...._
,.......

HP-1 OC Scientific Pr0l!r3mmable
HP-11C Advanced Scientific
PrOl!rammable
HP·I2C Advanced Financial
PrOJ!rammahle
HP•ISC Advanced Programm~ble with
Soeeial Functions
HP•l6C Cuinputer Scientist
HP-97 Desktop Fully l'mwmmable
the Baskin P,oblns across from
005 rronsportatlon pick-up at dorms
and trare.-nlties ar 1O:::JO a.m. Rerum
tQ camp!fs at 1:::JO.

• RE~SON~BlE PRICES

Godfather's Pizza Combo -· it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked, ·
but's it's never been dupficated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
·
So what's holdin' ya'?

SERIFS 10
PROFESSIONAL .CALCULATORS

AuflrBt 30, l983

_., .-"

"

HEWLETT

-=~PACKARD

Copies • Binding • Passport Photos

Iran's mullahs threaten to destroy the entire Baha'I community.
The judge who condemned the women to death, and recently sent
seven Baha'i men to the gallows, warned: "The Islamic nation
will, God willing, fulfill the prayer mentioned in the Koran,
'Lord, leave not one single family of infidels on earth. • ;,

We invite Americans of all races and creeds to express support of
Presidential and Congressional appeals to end these killings. The
people of the United States should. be in the forefront of world
demands that the barbarous persecution of a peaceful community
cease.

Call 277 - 3755 for more information.

GYROS· Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI· Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD- with pita bread
BAKLAVA- for dessert

OPEN 7 DAYS

The unity of mankind
The unity of all religions
The equality of all races
The equality of men and women
Universal education
Universal peace
The harmony of science and religion

Only the concerted pressure of world public opinion can avert a
tragedy of appalling proportions: genocide.

Instructors for the c;~mp include UNM women's gymnastic
Coach Pete .Langdon and UNM
men ant! women team members.

GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

Coupon
For
10% OFF

hours:
9am to
9pm
closed
Sunday

On June 18th the Islamic Republic of Iran hanged ten
women, three of them teen-age girls. Their "crime" was
refusal to recant their faith.
They were Baha'is and as Baha'is believed in:

The President of the United States appealed to the Ayatollah
Khomeini to stop the killings, and the Congress in a concurrent
resolution has condemned the persecution.

University of New Mexico
men's gymnastics Coach Rusty
Mitchell will hold a camp Aug.
I -12 at the new gymn!l3tics complex. Mitchell said the camp is
open to boys and girls ages 6-18.
Camp fee is $68.

Save This

.AND NOW THEY
HANG WOMEN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gymnatics Clinic Slated Friday

J'rice·'" ~ubJCCI to chanJt' wuhwl fti.IIIC:e. Sale En-ds ·g .. J5.8:J

lET U5 lJ[] 50 ME FOH 'w'OU!!
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New Track Coach Hi~ed;
Sees Pote·ntial In Lobos

. ...

8y Jim Wiesen
Cindy Schmnndt Wf!S hired Tuesday as the assistant women's trf!ck
coach at the. University of New
Mexico,
Schmandt, 22, was an AllAmerican in the 3,000 meter run at
the University of California at Berkeley in 1981. She was also an intern
coach last year at UCB.
The UNM team is not foreign to
Schmandt. She saw them run in
California in a track meet last year
and was impressed with the quality
runners on the team.
"The girls have a lot of potential," Schmandt said. "We will try
to build a good, solid program here
and try to get the national exposure
Rikki
we need."
MUSHBALL: The Limestone Cowboys advanced to the Mushba/1 League Championships by
Schmandt said she will try to have
beating the Mushball Aces 16·2. The Cowboys will play against the Bombers in the Cham- her athletes get a good handle on the

pionship game Friday at Johnson Field.

Welcome to Albuquerque

•

..

Now Interviewing for Associate Managing Editor

Nocturnal career In Journalism offers challenges sure to Intrigue
the Insomniac with an unerring eye for detail, a creative sense that
thrives under pressure, editing skills par excellence, and low blood
pressure
The Dally Lobo .. .It's not just a Job, It's a dare!
Call wren or Judy at 277·5656
fA/so seeking sports and arts writers)
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Fruit StreetTownhouses
ON THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SEVENTH & FRUIT N.W.

Woodburnlng fireplaces With quarry tile
Private fenced bick yards
1•& 112 baths ' full bath upstairs & I/2 bath downalalrs
Vanities In each bedroom
Design and exterior unique • VIctorian llavor
Common areas fully landscaped

]RAVE/oDGE
··

EAST
%mile from UNM

We accept Major Credit Cards
Luther & Vivian Chambers, Your Hosts

3711 Central NE

* ALB., NM 87108

or dial toll-free (800) 255·3050

r----------------~-----------1
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Welcome New students
Check Into our

TAOS LEADERSHIP
WEEKEND

l
I
August 12 to 14
IIsponsored
by
~ for.more
information
The Gay and Lesbian ~~
contact the GSLU

emotional aspect of the sport, as
well as the physical,
She said she would sit down with
the athletes individually to see
"what their goals are and let them
know what their potential is."
''We are all out here to have fun,"
she said. ''That's an important thing
to remind an athlete. We don't want
any burnouts."
She has seen a lot of athletes destroyed for the sake of winning or a
coache's personal recognition, she
said.
Schm!!ndt said that her main responsibility as coach would be to
train the distance runners.
Her dutie~ also include recruiting.
"I did a lot of recruiting with Tony
Sandoval (UCB head coach) and
was recruited myself, so I know
what it takes," she said.
UNM Women's track Coach
Mike MacEachon said Schmandt
has all the qualifications neccessary
to be a good coach,

Football Teams Asked To Comply
With NCAA Television Contracts

NEW YORK (UPI) - Quarter·
back Bobby Hebert of the Michigan
Panthers and running backs Kelvin
Bryant of the Philadelphia Stars and
Herschel Walker of the New Jersey
Generals head the first All-Star team
of the United States Football
League.
The 52-player first and second
team was elected by sports writers,
columnists and radio and television
broadcasters in. the league's cities
who cover the USFL on a regular
basis.
The USFL champion Panthers
were represented by a total of I 0
players- four on the first team.
The Chicago Blitz have seven players on the team, followed by the
Sta:rs and the Tampa Bay Bandits
with six each.
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Priced at S59, 950
Financing: FHA,VA,State Money or Conv.
The only upstairs/downstairs
nightclub In town
Nightly Drink Speclafs

KEN TEKI. N. INC.
Call Nadine:

-fr

Night Wind
and The Breakers

884-8797,
822-0733

Coming Next Week: Flve-O·Five
In Montgomery Plaza,

~AI.NS
.,&RIVERS

San Mateo at Montgomery • 883·8176

sEcoNDFLOOfl

TAKE AHIKE
tO Mountains & Rivers
and discover everything
vou need to enjoy hiking
· in the great outdoors!

Playing this week

FIRS-TFi.OOft

who joined Shyatt, Duncan and
many other college coaches saw
University of New Mexico assis- some of the top prep players in the
t!!nl basketball coaches Larry Shyatt country, all of whom have at least
and Scott Duncan, who have been one more year of high school.
spending most of their time on the .
Shyatt was impressed w.ith severroad scouting in hopes of finding al players, but each NCAA team is
future Lobo basketball players, did only allowed a limited number of
something different last weekend.
scholarships, so Shyatt and others
They stayed home and scouted a must weed out their selections.
national field of high school players,
"We will monitor the progress of
introducing themselves for the first a lot of these players, especially
time to future collegians.
those who have impressed us with
UNM hosted the second Rocky their play during the tournament,"
Mountain-Basketball Congress In- said Shyatt, who is UNM's top
ternational tournament last Friday, assistant since Bob Lamphier resSaturday and Sunday. The few fans igned earlier this month, "Tourna-

1:

Individual Air Conditioning & Heat Control

*

By Eric Maddy

Herschel a Star

55 units, direct dial phones, color TV, queen-size beds,
heated swimming pool, near several restaurants and shops

265-6961

New York Claims Basketball Tourney Win

I.

BOULDER, Colo. (UP!)Directors of the College Football
Association asked their 60 member
schools Tuesday to abide voluntarily
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association's football television
contracts this fall while a dispute
over the issue is settled in the courts.
Chuck Neinas, executive director
of the CFA, said the group's board
of directors reached the decision following a telephone conference.
The proposal calls for the 60
schools- many of them the
powerhouses of college football to accept the NCAA's football tele·
vision contracts with ABC, CBS and
the Turner Broadcasting System for
the duration of the 1.983 season.
The status of the $281 million in
contracts has been placed in doubt
because of a ruling by U.S. District
Judge Juan Burciaga of Albuquerque and upheld by the Denver-based
lOth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals.
The court ruled the current contracts
violate federal anti-trust laws.
The suit was brought. by the Universities of Georgia and Oklahoma,
two perennial football powers that
want to develop their own television
contracts. The two schools are part
of the fledgling CFA.
Neinas noted the U.S. Supreme
Court has been asked to review the
ruling and Justice Byron White has
issued a stay in the matter while the
request is under study.

Cl[]l~Ut.Ui ~5

Neinas said the CFA urged its
members to abide by the NCAA
contract during the current season in
view of the fact the stay might be
dissolved in mid-season should the
Supreme Court deny the NCAA's
petition for certiori.
"The board believes that it is in
the best interests of college football
to not have a disruption occur at midseason," Neinas explained.
"Therefore, to assure another exciting and successful season of college
football, adherence to the current
television contracts would appear to
be an appropriate and reasonable
course to follow."
Neinas said the CFA's Television
Committee would continue to develop a marketing concept for 1984
and beyond. If necessary, the CFA
Board of Directors is prepared to call
a special meeting to discuss the fu·
ture of football television, Neinas
said.
"The CFA membership con•
tinues to express interestin a national marketing concept that will be innovative and attractive to the member universities, the various televi·
sion entiiies and the television viewer," Neinas said. The CFA issued
its .recommendation following a
telephone conference by its 11member board of directors. The
chainnan of the board is Otis Singletary, president of the University of
Kentucky.

ments like this are good because we
get to see players - who are basically on an all star team ~ show
their individual talent and. some
aspects of team play."
New York City-Riverside seems
ready to defend their national BCI
title this weekend in Phoenix. The
Hawks rolled to the title with three
consecutive wins, including a 74-59

BROKEN ARROW, Okla.
"[n fact, I decided not to even
(UPI)- The U.S. Women's Open play a practice round Wednesday
begins in the heat and humidity of just to conserve my energy," said
suburban Tulsa today over a rugged Britz, who won this championship
golf course made even tougher by four years ago. "I will probably
temperatures expected to soar past wind up using an umbrella to try to
the 100-degree mark on each of the protect myself. "
tournament's four days.
Because of the severe conditions
A field of 152 players will test the that will greet the players this week,
rolling Cedar Ridge Country Club many feel one of the younger stars
course, with the first group leaving on the women's tour will have a
the tee Thursday at 9:53a.m. MDT. chance to break through and win the
The last threesome is not expected to prestigious championship.
finish until almost dark.
That group includes defending
But it will likely not be the 6,298- champion Janet Anderson and 1980
yard, par-71 layout that gives the Rookie of the Year Patty Sheehan,
players the most proble!llS; the chief who has won twice this year and is
difficulty should be the strength- third on the money winning list.
sapping heat.
But another school of thought has
"The truth is that it is very, very it that the difficult conditions, dewarm," said Jerilyn Britz of Albu· spite the fact they will tax the older
querque. "It obviously will be a fac- players, will require the expertise
tor. It drains you. You have to make and patience of a tour veteran.
sure you don't overdo it out there.
And that could mean yet another

BACKPACKERS
& QJMBERS ...

Did you know that UNM offers:

Free Sunday Lunch
and
Dible Study

(]UH BlJ5H~E55

First Doptlst Church
Droodway ond C•ntrol

• Grear Messages by Dr. Coffey

(Curren!ly on radio & NJ.
• Fantastic Bible Study on the Occult
• Oppoouniry for College
Adoption Program
(A home away from home)

• Evening Snoch Available
Sign up for meal and rro11Sp0rTaTion at
the Oaskln /k>bfnS CiaOSS from UNM.
/Jus fi'OflspOITOTiOO pfck·up at dorms

• FAST" SERVICE

andfraremiries at 10::30 o.m. Rerum

• REASONABlE PRICES

Ride With
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pJ express support of
.atd these killings. The
he forefront of wotld
; a peaceful community

City of Albuquerque

rg campus or 1:00.

• PROFESSIONAL QUAliTY
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106 Buena Vl•ta, SE 241-9591
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RUSSIAN STUDIES
A variety of dasses on Russian languages, literature, dvilization, his·
tory, political science and economics?
ill' A major and minor In Russian Studies and a minor Russian language?
ill' An active Russian Club which sponsors films, lectures and other social
and cultural activities?
ill' Scholarships that are available to upper division undergraduates
studying Russian?
For ,. schedule of Russiill'l Studies CIU5e5 see p.tge 90 in the F;~ll Schedule

We.kly events Jnt/ude:

Stt.
• •
t
9ot.ptmon can aver . a

national championship for JoAnne
Carner, who has won two U.S.
Opens and five U.S. Amateur's in
addition to earning her way into the
LPGA Hall of Fame.
Carner leads the tour in money
winnings this year, although she has
yet to capture a tournament. She has
finished second five times.
Carner, however, is 44, and superstar Jal, N .M. native Kathy
Whitworth (this year's second lead·
ing money winner) is 43.
"Right off hjlnd you might say
that the older players would be at a
disadvantage," said Amy Alcott,
who captured the U.S. Open in the
heat of Nashville in 1980.
Britz, who at 40 is one of the most
experienced players on the tour, is
seeking to regain the magic that
brought her the U.S. Open crown in
1979. Since then she hae won just
one tour event.

ill'

2320 Central NE • 268-4876

Godfather's Pizza Combo -·· it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked, ·
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya '?

In the third place game, Arizona
rallied from a 20-point second half
deficit to defeat the Rocky Mountain
Stars 63-62 in overtime. Arizona,
which was plagued by poor freethrow shooting throughout the
game, made all oftheir charity shots
in overtime.

Bored with the same old classes?
Why not explore a challenging alternative?

CAMPERS,

When You'reSeriousAboutP/aying

to the Ayatollah
in a concurrent

in the fall) played with a bunch of
these guys last year."

Heat Major Factor in Women's Open

• Free Lunch for UNM Srudenrs
• Free Dus TronspotTation

•)"~""u

over the Colorado Big Orange in the
championship final.
New York was led throughout the
tournament by Ed Davendar, a
guard who is ranked as one of the top
players in the country by several
basketball scouting services.
"You would think that it would
probably be tough for us to get a
player like Davendar, by Larry
Markland (who will play for UNM

,. _I.··~.' ,Cot~toelllnda .~

'\\" I!
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Ftnt /Joptist Churdt

l:i. . 101./Jroodwoy HE

• fVPING SERVICES
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When ifs time for new gfasses, ifs the best time for new
sunglasses, too. Because yoo C:ah get both with the same
presc1iptiorl at Pearle.
That way; switching from one pair to the otherpresents no
problem. Justa change in tinf.
And a change in style.
Let Pearle showyoujust hoW sfylish glasses and sungldsses
can be.
To improve the way you lOOk as well as the VJOYVOU see•

247~11

(t.!__..·~

ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER

that work
as weU as they look
trust Pearle.

For

PEARLE
center
VISIOO

N E COhNER S.U.B. BASEMENT
SUMMER HOURS· MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

A SEARLE COMPANY

Nola a ely cares for eyes more than Pearle.

e:oo · s:oo

4300 Central Ave, SE
268-2008

West Central P!ozo
4410A Cenftal Ave. SN

831-53!26

lET U5 lJ[] 5[]ME f[]A 'r'[]lJ!!

Sun Squore Shopping Center
7210A Mei1Ciu! Blvd. NE
883-0077

l
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persons, all utilities paid, $I 50 security deposit. fully EXTRA. $'S PART-lime, Demonstrate toysandglfts.
furni$hed·s~~urlty loclls aml laundry facilities. No No Investment, collecl!on or deliVer)', Flexable hours,
~hildren or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the average$7 hourly, 298·1451,
7/28
evening, ;l66-8392.
tfn
WORK·SJlJDY .STUDI!:NTS/Non-work
study
SEEKING GR,\DUh,TJ> STUDENT, Walking students ~interested in employment during the fall
distance, share utilities ami upkeep, first and last plus semester, please write us a letter at New Mexico
$100 deposit, references, 242-6660.
7/28 Union Foo(i Service, University of NeW Mexico,
TifF; CITADEL-SUP!\~ locaU9n near lJNM and Albuquerque, New Melllco 87131. Pleas¢ include
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 .l>edroom your schedule (if known) and if you're work·study or
or efficiency, $240 to $320, All utilities paid. Deluxe non· work study,
7/28
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation FULL/PART·TIME worll for students, Oood pay,
room. swimming pool, TV room and la!lndry, Adult 266·55.28 seven days. DA'J'A,
8/24
couPles, no pets. I520 lJnivmity NE. 243-2494. tfn
"QUALIFIED" WORK-STUDY wanted, Office
asst. Call BBER 277·2216.
7/;l.S
MoNI!:Y, TRAVEL, PROFESSIONAL e~perience.
7/28
POTBELLY WOODBURNING STOVE with pipes Navy Officers have it alii Call766-3895.
$100. Carrie266-0613.
7/28 HELP WANTEO. MOTEL clerk needed. Evening
MoBILE HOME. TWO bedrooms, one bath. Close and weekends, Excellent for UNM student. Will
to I.JNM. 29J.9565,
7/28 train. Call for !lppolntment. Crossroads Motel 2422757,
7/28
TREK BICYCLE MODEL 613, New condition, 24",
$310. 242·1946 or 842·5595.
7/28 WANTED: STUDENTS TO Work catering events on
and orr campus, At least one year waiter or waitress
ROVND TRIP TICKET, NYC, $300, CArrie 266.• e~perience preferred. Call 277-28U, Ask for Joe
0613,
7/28 Gurule, catering manager,
7128
l96S PLYMoUTH FURYIII $450, Eight cyl,, SlJMMER WORK. PHONE .sales. $3,50 hour,
AT/PS, roomy, dependable. 265·3187.
7/28 bonus. 243·1780.
8/23
MOVING! YARD SALE Sat., July 30, 9:00·4:00. NEED A JOB or supplementa!income7 Call 881·
Furnittlre, books, clothes, mise, Cheap. 1904 Gold 3775.
7/28
SE behind Burger King.
7/28
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
1958 VW BUG. Runs well but not pretty. $700. 266· 21 years old. Must be able to work Friday aod
2443.
7/28 Saturday nights, Apply In person, no phone calls
UTILITY TRAILER CONVERTED Datsun p.u. please. Saveway Liquor Store at 55!6 Menaul NE and
bed ..Excellent wood/trash hauler. $1~0 or best offer. 5704 Lomas NE!,
7128
268·1640.
112a WORK AND TRAVEL free. Cruiseships and airlines
FOR SAJ.E: CAMPUS commuter electric .need help, all occupations. For information, eall602·
wheelchair. 4727 Trinity, Los Alamos, NM. l'hone 998-0575 ext. 924.
8129
662-2703.
7/28
.IQOfo DISCOUNT TO UNM students. Treasure~ 'N
Pleasures, New and excellent used furniture. 1517
Eubank NE near Constitution. Visa/Mastercard. 30·
day layaway. M·F !1:30-5:30. Sat 9:30.3:00.
8/23 INTENSIVE SPANISH PROGRAMS in Mexico,
864-1875,268-2798.
7/28
DISCOUNT BICYCLE PARTS, repairs, overhauls,
wheel building, Personal service. Cost - plus ADVERTISE YOUR TWP, adventure or ride needs
tfn
Framet(s, European/Japanese professional parts. Bill in the Daily Lobo,
Hart255·7696.
7/28

Need Some Extra Cash?
Whether you are sellIng or buying, classified ads say it all. With
29,000 readers, your~~~
message gets a lot of
exposure. Come to
t 3 1 Marron Hall to
place your ad,

1. Personals
UE}' ASUNM 1 WHAT about the cage confrontation
we tnl~erl about two w~e~s nso? A mad group of
writers.
7/28
PLACE YoUit PF.RSONAL message to friends,
fumily, etc. in the clnssifieds. Only 17 cents per word
per day for four issues or less, 12 cents per word per
day for five or more consecutive issues. 131. Marron
Hall. nnck-ta.School Edition deadline: Friday,
August 12, at! p.rn.
tfn

5. ForSale

5019 MenauiN.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANcY TE~TING &I counseling. Phone 2479819.
tfn

4. Housing

ONE-BEDROOM APARTMENT !Wo blocks from
campus, Free utilities, $195. Call evenings 268·5221.
7/28
UNM STUDENT, ONE bdrm, fireplace, den,
workshop. No deposit, $125, utilities included. 2~
5528 DATA.
7/28
NON-SMOKER, MATURE, RESPONSIBJ,E person
to share a house wlth male and female roommates,
Located near Los Altos Golf Course. Call between9·
FOUND: THREE KEYS on a ring between the duck 5 Monday!hru Friday, Ask for Deb. 298·2020. 7/28
pond .and nandeller Hall. Please claim atl31 Marron
llnll.
7/28 WALK TO CAMl'US, Two bdrm, two bath, country
kitchen, fenced, pets. $165, bills paid. 266-.5528
('!,AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police DATA.
.
7/28
8:00 a.rn. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn
SHARE NICE TWo-bedroom apt near Girard,
Indian Scbool. Prefer graduate· stUdent, Quiet
nonsmoker, neat, male or female, $130 plus 11
utilities. Orlando 255·3205.
7/28
DANCERS! TIU: WmEJ.Y acclaimed Pilate.! CAMPUS. THREE BDRM, two bath, two car,
Method of Mental and Physical Conditioning, used fenced, kids/pets. $285, utilities Included. 266-5528
7/28
extensivdy by N. Y.E. Ballet members, is now DATA.
available at llody Correctives: 266-0608.
8/24 ROOM WITH BATH. Vnfurnished or furnished.
COCKTAIL WAITRESSES WANTED. Apply in
GJ,;'M'ING MARRIF.D7 I.FAVE the worrying to 265-2232. Southeast.
7/28
person after 5 p.m. Must be 2i. The Hungry Bear,
Venable and Friend. Venable will take the 1·2·3 DEUROOMS NEAR .campus. FromSllO, bills
J200Wyoming Blvd Nil.
8/24
ph<ltographs and Friend will take the cake. Ask for paitl. No deposit/lease. 266-5528 DATA..
7/28
Jim or Unrbara 268·1 513 or 296-3449.
8/25 J.ARGE EFFICIF.NC\' APT., furnished, Utilities
NEW AG•: WORD Processing Service, Term papers, paid. Near UNM and TV I. Excellent condition. $189
theses, dissertations, resumes. Professional editing by month- great value! 2306 Garfield SE. 255-7129 or
English graduate, Cnll298-6006.
7/28 843-6555,
7/28
LET Mf~ fiEI.l'l Together we'll do reconstructive PERSON WANTEll TO share nice two-bedroom
surgery on your home away from home. Call the house. $150 w/utilitles. Five minute walk to UNM.
Desk and Ofnte Doctor. Reputable grad student to Across the street from park. 242-4318.
7/28
clean, reorganize your ?ffice, etc. Estimates 3446776, 821·2003. 6 a.m. to II p.m. Joe,
7/28 STUDIO- 12'X16', Across from UNM, Parking,
storage, partially furnished. $100/mo. 265-9439,
MATH
TUTORING- IMPROVEMENT
8123
guaranteed! Algebra, trig, calculus, differential
equations. probability, 836-2407 evenings,
7/28 SIIARE WONDERFUL HOUSE nearby for male
nonsmoker student. Furnished, $175 Includes
PERFF-CrTYPING 266-3717 anytime.
8/22 utilities. Plus DO. 268·6617.
7/28
IN TilE INTEREST of serving the University 1WO ROOMMATES WANTED to share furnished
community, we would like to know If there Is a need three·bdrm house, two miles from UNM, Non·
for evening child care. If you have this need, please smoking. Female, grad students preferred. $150 plus
call ASUNM·GSA Child CareCo-op277·3365. 8/15
\II utilities. 265-4071 after6.
7/28
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some CHARMING STUDIO APARTMENT. Brick patio
genius. 242·3093.
81!5
with cherry tree, excellent neighborhood. Near
GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles. Exact solo Carlisle. $195. 256·1345, 266-0608.
8/22
copying, lmprovlsatlon, reading and theory. l'ou FOR RENT\ EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
design your own program. Marc's Guitar Center, 143
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $2.30/mo. for 2
Harvard SE. 265·331 5.
81!5
REPAIRS FOR ALL bikes. All problems. Fast
service. Discounts. 255•7696.
7/28
MEDICALLY SAFE, SCIENTIFIC weight-loss
program. 881·3775.
7/28
QUICK, ACCU.RATE TYPING/Charts/Graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office 884-6564, 898·3932.
7/28
TYPINGWORTII PAVING for. 247·3202.Louise.
OPf:N 7DAY5
8/23
HARVARD ~~
J.b&·7..2.0:'f
n:NNIS LESSONS BY former college coach. 881·
3775.
7/28
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsser·
A.
tatlons, term papers, resumes graphics. 831·3181.
7/28
Drive-in
VICTORIA'S WORD SMITHY; Word processing~
manuscripts, theses, dissertations, Call Vickie 821·
Ours is sleeping bags.
4812.
7128
A comforting selection
TYPING $1,50/PAGE. 293·4892.
8/1 S
awaits you! ·
GUITAR LESSONS, ALL styles, 22 years teaching.
On Vale 1 Blk. S. of Centtal
I
7/28
John Mitchell268-0496,
TIIESES, DISSERTATIONS, MANUSCRIPTS
I
tYPed on Woid processor. Standby Office Support
I
~&RIVERS
821·2038.
7128
with purchase
I
TilE CERVICAL CAP Is a barrier method of birth
of
any~Hot Dog
1
control. While being studied by the FDA, the cap is
2320 Central NE · 268-4876
available locally through !he New Mexico Women's I
Goodwfffi
thrucoupon
August 15
I .____________
_.
Self-Help Group. 242·2402.
7/28
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right 'l'o Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Caley
Optical Company on Lomas jUst west ofWnshington.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
rrames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.30 {regular $6S.OO), Pay Less Opticians,

2. Lost & Found

3. Services

6. Employment
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YOUR BAG?
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M._OUNTAINS

FREE Med. Pepsi

1

I
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TINO INHEEL DRIVE
1706 CENTRAL S.E

[:.::(.¥;~~ ...,"1
~.MI~
~
I':1J __ L _
::1000111

3015 CENTRAL NE
AlBUQUERQUE NM 87106
NEXT TO LOBO THEATER
Clltl268-7023

ALBO., NM.

NEW & USED BICYCLES 87106
A complete line of bicycles and
accessories for the beginner and expert
Loving care for you bike bY cyclists

LOTUS. BRIDGESTONE. KUWAHAitA
we service scooters and mopeds
243•8443

.__!!!!!""" V2 block west of University and central
The University Area's
Full Service
Guitar Center

QUALITY
Ad..~t.1F~IIIN"'·
Wf..~,. ..,
265•7777

ARMY·NAVY GOODS

504 V'LE Sit

• Lessons • Sales
• Rentals • Repairs
143 Harvard SE • 265-3315

watering. Fifteen mln!ltes from campus, 344-~)912,
.
7/28
MlJNCHIES AND CRUNCillES M the Mixed Bag,
2.210 Central SE,. across from lJNM. Check us out!.
7/28
WANTED: ARTS Wlt!TERS, reviewers, etc. for
New Me.xico Daily L.obo Arts page(s), Call Leslie at
884-5123 or277·5656,
7/28
WJl; SMEJ.L GOOD at the Mixed Bag with incense,
spices, herbal teas, 2210 Central SE, across from
UNM. Checkuso!ltl.
7/28
ADVERTISE IN THE Dally Lobo; Come to 131
M;mon Hall.
tfn
THE MIXED BAGI Nuts, dried fruits, granolas,
dehydrated soups, sn.ack mixes, fudge, candles, trail
mix, carob and yoguf\ covered raisins and nuts, and
munch more. Across from lJNM, 268-8268.
7/28

9. Las N oticias
DON'T MISS SOROWTY rush Aug11st 14-18,
lnformati!m and. applications: Student Activities
(505) 277-4706.
7/28
SQUARE DANCE THURSDAY 7·9 p.m. on the
mall In front of library, Beglnnerswelcome, 50 cents.
7/28
MEND A HEART, Learn CPR. One summer session
left. Call277·3136.
7128
CLUB? MEETING? E.VENT'/ Advertise in Las
Noticlas. Only 10 per word per bsue for UNM
organizations.
tfn

7. Travel

8. Miscellaneous

THE MIXED BAG! Across the street for a sweet
treatat2210CentralSE, Check us out!.
7/28
HOUSE SITTER Al)G, 8-20, NW valley. Cat,
r--·----.-------~

~

ARMY -NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

2 Slices of Cheese Pizza

265-7777
co e e
tance
Francaise
f.\utumn Session

& A Large Soft Drink

$1.90
Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday
Neopolitao. $1ctlian & Whole Wheat Pizza

.~,:~~·"'~·

1

.J!_7_H_!~~d-S!_lh!;_!:!,c!;t!.

begins September i2th: all levels of conversa·
trona! French taught, Business French and La
Cuisine Francaise:
small classes - day and evening

For further information and schedule,
lease call Ml Storrs (505) 821·5788

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Filch
6 Be tangent to
10 Coffin stand
14 Vessel
15 Melody
16 Worthless
17 Early
Peruvian
18 Triads
20 13 to 19
21 Kind of
health
22 Can. prov.
23 Ethiopia's
neighbor
25 Puzzles
27 Deforms
30 N.C. river
31 Oklahoma
town
32 Threesome
34 Freight
38 Travel
40 Ascetics
42 Swiss capital
43 Gratifies
45 Leeward
Island
47 Knot
48 Lardy
50 Weapons
52 Caliber

FRIDAY'S
56 Crowded
57 Water body
PUZZLE SOLVED
58 Patted
60 An Apostle
63 The Goat
65 Championship
66 Weight unit
67 Geraint's wife I!!II!~-8E+i:-F.68 Court
69 Snowmobile,
in a way
70 Colors
71 Tree
DOWt-J
1 Sever
2 Beverage
3 Unending
21 Espouse
4 - butter
24 Speck
5 White-tailed 26 Take
bird
27 Birds
6 Army order 28 Brainwave
11ncinerate
29 Philosophers
8 Couple
33 Income form
9 Flat occupant 35 Drew back
10 Harness part 36 Unpleasant
11 Language
37 Individuals
12 ''Maria.......... 39 Dexterous
13 Music signs 41 _._ with:
19 Of pelvic
Backed
bones
44 ......... Arabia

46 Legislator:
Abbr.
49 Followed
51 Be ambitious
52 Large bags
53 Path
54 Enough
55 Black wood
59 Milk product
61 Armbone
6ZRegan's
father
64 Length unit
65 Tic- toe

